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ABSTRACT
Data of massive size are now available in a wide variety of fields and come with
great promise. In theory, these massive data sets allow data mining and exploration
on a scale previously unimaginable. However, in practice, it can be difficult to apply
classic data mining techniques to such massive data sets due to their sheer size.
In this thesis, we study three algorithmic problems in data mining with considera-
tion to the analysis of massive data sets. Our work is both theoretical and experimental
- we design algorithms and prove guarantees for their performance and also give ex-
perimental results on real data sets. The three problems we study are: 1) finding a
matrix of low rank that approximates a given matrix, 2) clustering high-dimensional
points into subsets whose points lie in the same subspace, and 3) clustering objects by
pairwise similarities/distances.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Data of massive size are now available to researchers in a variety of fields such as
biology (microarray and genetic data), sociology (social networks data), and ecology
(sensor network data). These data sets come with great promise. Vast amounts of
useful information such as gene interactions in biology, patterns of social interaction in
sociology, and small-scale environment dynamics in ecology are said to lie in the data.
The goal of data mining is to extract this useful information [HK01, HMS01].
A key challenge in data mining is that the useful information we wish to extract
is not known beforehand. For this reason, basic tools such as dimension reduction
and clustering play a central role in data mining. In general, these tools aid data
exploration, a first step to extracting useful information from data. Many data sets
can be described as an n x m matrix, where n is the number of objects in the data set,
and m is the number of features that describe each object. Dimension reduction refers
to the technique of decreasing the number of features from m to some p < m. With
fewer features, it can be easier to detect underlying structure in the data. Indeed, in
some circumstances, dimension reduction can even highlight the underlying structure.
By representing the data in less space, data mining algorithms can be applied more
efficiently. Clustering, the task of grouping together similar objects in a data set, also
aids data exploration. The output of clustering is a set of clusters. Objects in clusters
are similar, whereas objects from different clusters are dissimilar. Clustering is often
a first step in extracting useful information because it gives a global view of the data
set and how it naturally partitions. The uses of dimension reduction and clustering in
data mining extend beyond just data exploration; for more uses, see [HKO1, HMS01].
While techniques for dimension reduction and clustering have been known for
decades, massive data sets provide new challenges for these data mining tools. Al-
gorithms for dimension reduction and clustering that run in polynomial time may no
longer be considered efficient when applied to massive data sets. A more difficult prob-
lem is that it may be impossible to blindly apply these algorithms. For instance, an
algorithm may assume random access to data. However, massive data sets may not be
able to be stored in main memory and the only access to such data may be through
sequential reads (e.g. the data resides on tape). An additional problem massive data
sets pose is that classical techniques may not even be relevant. For instance, most
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classical clustering algorithms tend to be concerned with pairwise distances. Database
researchers have found that in many real data sets, pairwise distance is a poor measure
of the true "closeness" of points [AGGR05].
In this thesis, we study problems in dimension reduction and clustering with con-
sideration to the data mining of massive data sets. Our work is both theoretical and
experimental - we design algorithms and prove guarantees for their performance and
also give experimental results on real data sets.
We focus on a particular technique for dimension reduction - low rank matrix ap-
proximation. We develop a new algorithm for low rank matrix approximation with
improved approximation when the data can only be accessed sequentially. Our al-
gorithm gives a tradeoff between an additive approximation term and the number of
sequential passes over the data. We also give an experimental explanation for why low
rank matrix approximation is such an effective technique in information retrieval.
For clustering, we study two problems: projective clustering and clustering pairwise
similarities/distances. Projective clustering is the problem of finding a partition of a
high-dimensional point set into subsets so that points in the same subset lie in the same
low-dimensional subspace. The problem was introduced by data-mining practitioners
who discovered that traditional clustering algorithms such as k-means and hierarchical
clustering perform poorly on real data sets with a large number of features. We give a
polynomial-time approximation scheme for the projective clustering problem. For clus-
tering pairwise similarities/distances, we introduce a divide-and-merge methodology.
The methodology consists of a divide phase, in which a tree is formed by recursively
partitioning the data, and a merge phase, in which an objective function is optimized
over the tree to find a partition of the data. For the divide phase, we suggest a spectral
algorithm with theoretical guarantees [KVV04]. When the data take the form of a
sparse object-feature matrix and similarity is defined to be the inner product between
feature vectors, we give an efficient implementation that maintains the sparsity of the
data. We also present a thorough experimental evaluation of the methodology on many
real world data sets.
The rest of this chapter describes the use of low rank matrix approximation, pro-
jective clustering, and clustering by pairwise similarities/distances in data mining and
describes in more detail the contributions of this thesis.
1.1 Low rank matrix approximation
The best rank-k approximation of a matrix A C Rmxn is a matrix Ak E Rmxn such
that |1A - AkJ|1 is minimized over all matrices of rank k. Geometrically, we can think
of low-rank matrix approximation as finding a "best-fit", low-dimensional space for A.
Indeed, for k = 1, the problem corresponds to the well-known "best-fit" line for the
data going through the origin, as in the Figure below. Here, the empty circle points
are rows in the matrix A, and the filled circle points are the rows in the matrix Ak.
The error of the approximation is the sum of the squared lengths of the gray arrows.
In higher dimensions, the rows of A are points in R' and the rows of Ak are points in
8
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Figure 1-1: Low rank matrix approximation for n = 2, k = 1
R" lying on some k-dimensional subspace.
The matrix Ak has found numerous applications. Perhaps the most immediate
application is compression. When I A - Ak 11 is small, one can store Ak instead of
A. While A requires m x n space, Ak can be stored as m vectors in Rk along with k
basis vectors that span the rowspace of Ak, requiring only m x k + n x k = k(m + n)
space. Indeed, low rank matrix approximation has been used for image compression
[AP76, GDB95, WR96, YL95].
Ak can also be used to highlight the structure of A, thus aiding data mining tasks.
This amazing property of low rank matrix approximations has seen numerous uses in
areas such as information retrieval [DDL+90, BD095], collaborative filtering [SKKROO,
BP98, GRGP01], and learning of mixture models [AM05, KSV05, VWO4]. One area
where low rank matrix approximations have seen much use is the problem of document
clustering [Bol98, ZDG+01, DHZ+01, Dhi0l, ZK02, XLG03, LMOO4]. In this problem,
an algorithm is given a set of documents. The algorithm's task is to partition the set of
documents so that each subset comprises documents about the same topics. Algorithms
that cluster based on the low-rank matrix approximation of the document-term matrix
of the document set are known as spectral algorithms. These spectral algorithms have
shown impressive experimental results by correctly classifying document sets on which
traditional clustering algorithms fail.
The wide use of low rank matrix approximation has motivated the search for faster
algorithms for computing such approximations. The classical algorithms for computing
Ak compute the Singular Value Decomposition of a matrix, which we describe in more
detail in Chapter 2. These algorithms are efficient in that they run in polynomial
time -- O(min{mn2 , nm 2}). However, it may be infeasible to apply these algorithms
to massive data sets. Besides the running time being too long, the entire matrix may
not fit into main memory. Motivated by these problems, researchers developed new
algorithms for computing approximations of Ak [AMO1, FKV04, DKF+04]. The key
idea in these algorithms is the use of random sampling. The algorithms apply classical
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methods for computing low-rank matrix approximation to a judiciously chosen random
sample of the original matrix. Since the random sample is much smaller than the
original matrix, the amount of computation is much smaller. These algorithms based
on random sampling offer the following guarantee: with constant probability, they
output a matrix Ak such that
|A - AkH|' ; I1A - Ak||' + e\|AI|1.
At most two sequential passes over the data are required for random sampling. Thus,
these algorithms can be useful when the data resides on tape and sequential passes are
the only way to access the data.
Spectral clustering algorithms for document clustering [Bol98, ZDG+01, DHZ+01,
Dhi0l, ZK02, XLG03, LMOO4] each use the low-rank matrix approximation of A in
slightly different ways. The varied uses of spectral clustering algorithms in document
clustering along with their common experimental success motivate the question: do
the proposed spectral algorithm share a common benefit for document clustering?
There has been both theoretical and experimental work attempting to explain the
success of spectral methods. Theoretical work has focused on proposing generative
models for data and showing that particular spectral algorithms perform well in the
respective models [PRTVOO, AFK+01, KVV04, McSO1, VW04, KSV05]; An exception
is the work of [KVV04] that gives a worst-case approximation guarantee for recursive
spectral partitioning. Experimental work [DM01, SS97] has focused on slightly different
dimension-reduction techniques or has explained the benefit of using low-rank matrix
approximation with respect to a specific clustering algorithm.
1.1.1 Our work
We generalize the random sampling procedure in [FKV04] and provide a new algorithm
for low rank matrix approximation. We also provide an experimental explanation for
why spectral clustering algorithms are so successful in document clustering tasks.
Let us first recall the probability distribution over rows A( that is used in [FKV04]:
Pr (A(') is chosen) = .IAII1
Our generalization samples rows adaptively in many passes. In the first pass, we sample
rows according to the distribution above, i.e. proportional to the squared length of the
rows. In subsequent passes we modify the distribution. Let V be the subspace spanned
by the rows we have already sampled. In the next pass, we sample rows proportional
to their squared lengths orthogonal to V. In particular:
Pr (A(') is chosen) = .1irv± (A('))I12
E 1 Ivi(A(3))12 '
Note that when V = {0}, this distribution is exactly the distribution used in [FKV04].
We call this generalization adaptive sampling. We show that if we sample adaptively in
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t rounds, with constant probability there exists a rank-k matrix Ak lying in the span
of all the samples such that:
1||A -Ak|| 1 12||A - Ad 1| + E'I||AI|1.
1 - F F
Thus, the additive error drops exponentially in the number of rounds. The intuition
is that rows far from the span of the current sample incur large error. To ensure they
do not continue to incur large error, we sample proportional to their error, i.e. their
squared length orthogonal to the span of the current sample. This result gives rise to a
randomized multipass algorithm. Combining adaptive sampling with volume sampling
[DRVW06], we prove that there exists a subset of rows of A in whose span lies a relative
(1 + E) approximation. To be precise, we prove that for every matrix A E R"', there
exists a subset of k + k(k + 1)/c rows in whose span lies a rank-k matrix Ak such that:
hA - AkIF 5 (1 + e)IIA - Ad F-
This existence result proves useful for the projective clustering problem, which we study
in Chapter 4.
We propose that the benefit of low-rank matrix approximation for spectral cluster-
ing algorithms is based on two simple properties. We describe how these properties
aid clustering and give experimental evidence for this. The first property is that low-
rank matrix approximation is indeed a good approximation of the original matrix. By
this, we mean that ||A - AkhI is sufficiently small, as compared to ||Ail. The second
property is that the true clustering becomes more apparent in the low-rank matrix ap-
proximation. In particular, documents about the same topic lie closer to each other and
documents about different topics lie farther away. We also discuss a connection between
this second property and recent theoretical work on learning mixtures of distributions.
Both of the two properties we suggest are independent of any specific algorithm.
1.2 Projective clustering
Projective clustering is the problem of partitioning a point set P C Rd so that each
partition approximately lies in the same subspace. This problem differs from the classic
problem of clustering points in which points from each partition are desired to be close
to their centroid. For some data sets, points fail to cluster around center points,
although significant structure still exists in the data set. For instance, the points in
Figure 4-1 can be partitioned into those lying on the plane and those lying on the line.
The data fails to cluster around two center points.
The projective clustering problem was developed by the database community
[AGGR05] and was motivated by the observation that traditional clustering algorithms,
such as k-means and hierarchical clustering, perform poorly on high-dimensional data
sets. These traditional clustering algorithms work on the pairwise distances between
points and [AGGR05] argue that Euclidean distance poorly reflects the true relation-
ships between points in the data set. In particular, they claim that in high dimensions,
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Figure 1-2: Points in the data set lie in low-dimensional, affine subspaces
many coordinates may be noisy or sparse and placing equal contribution on each di-
mension results in a poor measure of "true" distance. They suggest a heuristic and
show experimental performance on both synthetic and real data. Database researchers
have developed other heuristics [PAMJ02, APW+991 and applied their methods to fa-
cial recognition, genetic, and image data sets. Of particular interest is [AM04], which
introduces a variant of the j-means algorithm for projective clustering and propose the
following sum-of-squares objective function for projective clustering: find j subspaces
F 1, . . . , Fj, each of dimension k, such that
C({F 1,...,Fj}) = mind(p,Fj)2
pEP
is minimized. Here, d(p, F) refers to the distance from a point p to the subspace F.
Note that this objective function is a generalization of the j-means clustering objective
function. When k = 0 and we allow affine subspaces, it is exactly the j-means clustering
objective function.
While database researchers have proposed heuristics and evaluated them experimen-
tally, computational geometers have designed approximation algorithms with guaran-
tees for many variants of the projective clustering problem. In each of the formulations
of projective clustering, we are looking for j subspaces, each of dimension k. The
variants differ in the objective function they seek to minimize:
j-means projective clustering: EP, min d(p, Fj) 2
" j-median projective clustering: EpEP min d(p, F).
" j-center projective clustering: maxPEP min d(p, Fj).
Of particular interest has been the case when k = 0. For k = 0, research on the j-
means objective function has led to polynomial time approximation schemes [DKF+04],
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[OR02], [MatOO], [ESO4], [KSSO4], [dlVKKR03a]. For the j-median objective function
with k = 0, a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) was given by [0R02].
Further algorithms for j-median were given in [BHPIO2] and [KSS05]; both algorithms
improve on the running time given in [0R02]. Lastly, for j-center with k = 0, [BHPI02]
give a PTAS; their work uses the concept of a coreset, which we describe in more detail
in the next paragraph. For k > 0, significantly less is known. For k = 1 (lines), a
PTAS is known for j-center [APV05].
In the computational geometry community, much of the work on projective cluster-
ing has centered around the idea of a coreset, which has been useful in the computation
of extent measures[AHPVO4]. Roughly speaking, a coreset is a subset of a point set
such that computing an extent measure on the coreset provides an approximation to
the extent measure on the entire point set. An extent measure is a statistic (such as
diameter or width) of the point set itself, or of a body that encloses the point set.
The size of a coreset is often independent of the number of points or the underlying
dimension of the point set. Using coresets, Har-Peled and Mazumdar [HPM04] show a
(1+ E) approximation algorithm for j-means and j-median; their algorithm runs in lin-
ear time for fixed j, E. Badoiu, et al. [BHPI02] use coresets to give (1+c) approximation
algorithms for j-median and j-center.
The one work that we are aware of for projective clustering for general k uses ideas
from coresets [HPV02]. Har-Peled and Varadarajan [HPV02] give a (1 + c) approxi-
mation algorithm for the j-center projective clustering problem. Their algorithm runs
in time dn0(jk6 log(1/E)/E5)
1.2.1 Our work
We present a polynomial time approximation scheme for the j-means projective clus-
tering problem for fixed j, k. Note that the optimal subspaces F1,... , F partition the
point set into subsets P, 7. . , PF; P consists of all those points closest to F. Therefore,
it must be the case that the subspace F minimizes _, d(p, F) 2. Let Pi be a matrix
whose rows are the points in P. For each p E P, let q be the point in F minimizing
d(p, q) 2 and Q a matrix whose rows are the points q. Then we have that:
( d(p, Fi)2  p 2F
where the rank of Q is k. This introduces a connection between j-means projective
clustering and low rank matrix approximation.
Indeed, the main tool in our algorithm is our existential result from low-rank matrix
approximation: for any matrix A C R'm", there exists a matrix Ak that lies in the
span of k + k(k + 1)/E rows of A such that:
11A - AkF < (1 + E)IJA - AkF-
Identify the rows of A with a point set P and the rowspan of Ak as the optimal subspace
F for P. Thus, the existential result can be interpreted as a "weak coreset" - for any set
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of points, there exists a subset of size k + (k + 1)/c in whose span lies an approximately
optimal k-dimensional subspace. The running time of our algorithm is d (R) .
1.3 Clustering by pairwise similarities/distances
Clustering by pairwise similarities and distances is a classic problem in data mining
[JD88]. It has been used in many different contexts. For example, it has been used
to construct hierarchical taxonomies [Bol98, ZK02, EGK71I as well as aid document
summarization [HKH+01]. The pairwise similarity between two objects is typically
some number between 0 and 1; 0 is the least similar two elements can be, and 1
is the most similar. Pairwise distance between two elements is simply some non-
negative number. A pairwise distance of 0 means that two elements are very similar,
indeed, identical, and the larger the pairwise distance, the less similar the two elements
are. Clustering algorithms used in practice can be described as either partitional or
hierarchical fJD88].
Partitional algorithms take as input a data set and a parameter k and output a
partition of the data set into k pieces. Perhaps the most well-known and well-used
partitional algorithm is k-means. k-means is an iterative algorithm. The algorithm
maintains a partition of the point set as well as the centroids of each subset in the
partition. In each iteration, the k-means algorithm assigns each point to its closest
centroid. This forms a new partition of the points, and the centroids of these subsets
are recomputed. The algorithm terminates when it reaches a fixed point at which
the partition is the same before and after an iteration. The k-means algorithm is
guaranteed to terminate only at a local optimum, which could be far from the global
optimum.
Hierarchical clustering algorithms construct a tree in which each node represents
a subset of the data set and the children of a node form a partition of the subset
associated with that node. Any hierarchical clustering algorithm can be described as
either top-down or bottom-up. Most hierarchical clustering algorithms are bottom-up
- each member starts as its own cluster, and clusters are merged together. The order
in which clusters are merged together differs from one hierarchical clustering algorithm
to the next. Typically, the order is specified by defining a similarity between clusters
and then successively merging the two clusters with the highest similarity. It is easy
to see that repeated merging defines a tree.
Drawbacks exist in both partitional and hierarchical clustering. Few guarantees
are known for partitional algorithms such as k-means - there are no good bounds
on its running time, nor are there guarantees about the quality of the solution. A
more pressing problem in practice is that partitional algorithms require the number of
clusters, k, as input. The true number of clusters in a data set is rarely known ahead of
time, and running a partitional algorithm for all values of k may be impractical. One
does not need to specify the number of clusters for hierarchical clustering algorithms,
which provide a view of the data at different levels of granularity. However, hierarchical
algorithms suffer from other drawbacks. Again, the quality of the clusterings found by
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hierarchical clustering algorithms is not well-understood. Indeed, for some measures,
standard hierarchical clustering algorithms can be shown to produce clusterings that
are unboundedly worse than the best clustering [Das05]. For n objects, the running
times for some variants of hierarchical clustering are Q(n 2), which can be too large for
some data sets. Another difficulty that arises in practice is that often a partition of
the data set, or an "interesting" subset is still desired. Practitioners have developed
heuristics for this task (for instance, by cutting the tree at a particular height), but no
guarantees are known to find the "best" clustering in the tree.
1.3.1 Our work
We present a divide-and-merge methodology for clustering. Our methodology combines
the top-down and bottom-up approaches to hierarchical clustering. The methodology
consists of two phases - the divide phase and the merge phase. In the divide phase,
a top-down algorithm is used to recursively partition a set of objects into two pieces,
forming a hierarchical clustering tree where the root is the set of all objects, and
the leafs are the objects themselves. In the merge phase, we start with each leaf as
its own cluster and merge clusters going up the tree. For many natural clustering
objective functions, the merge phase can be executed optimally, producing the best
tree-respecting clustering.
For the divide phase, we suggest the spectral clustering algorithm from [KVV04] as
an effective top-down algorithm. This algorithm produces a tree that has guarantees on
its quality with respect to a natural objective function. We show how to implement the
spectral clustering algorithm so that it is particularly efficient for sparse object-feature
matrices, a common case in data mining. In this scenario, the objects are encoded
as feature vectors and the similarity between two objects is their inner product. For
an object-feature matrix with M nonzeros, our implementation computes a cut in
O(M log n) time; if each cut is balanced, the overall running time to construct a tree
is O(Mlog2 n).
The merge phase takes as input the tree produced by the divide phase. We show
how to use dynamic programming to compute the optimal tree-respecting clustering for
many natural clustering objective functions such as k-means, k-min cut, and correlation
clustering. By tree-respecting clustering, we mean any clustering that is defined by a
subset of the nodes of the tree. For objective functions with parameters such as k, the
number of clusters desired, the dynamic program computes the optimal j-clustering
for all j < k. Indeed, the merge phase can compute the Pareto curves of such objective
functions.
We perform an extensive experimental evaluation on real data sets such as text,
microarray, and categorical data. In these experiments, the true clustering is known.
For instance, in text data, the true clustering is a partition into documents which
share the same topic. Our experiments show that a "good" clustering exists in the tree
produced by the spectral algorithm. By a "good" clustering, we mean a clustering that
agrees with the true clustering. Furthermore, we show that the merge phase can find
this good clustering in the tree. Our results compare favorably with known results.
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We also implement our algorithm in a meta-web search engine which clusters results
from web searches. Lastly, we describe the use of the spectral clustering algorithm in
a real-world prediction task: forecasting health care costs for patients, given medical
claims data from previous years. Our results show that for the most costly patients,
our method predicts better than classification trees, a popular data mining tool.
1.4 Organization of this thesis
We describe notation and preliminaries in Chapter 2 which covers the necessary tech-
nical material for this thesis. In Chapter 3, we describe our results on low-rank matrix
approximation. Chapter 4 covers our application of low-rank matrix approximation to
projective clustering. Finally, Chapter 5 describes the divide-and-merge methodology
and gives the results of our experimental evaluation.
1.5 Bibliographic Notes
Section 3.2 and Chapter 4 is joint work with Amit Deshpande, Luis Rademacher,
and Santosh Vempala and appeared in the 2006 Symposium on Discrete Algorithms
conference proceedings. Section 3.3 is joint work with Santosh Vempala and appeared
in the Workshop on Clustering High Dimensional Data and its Applications, held at
the 2005 SIAM International Conference on Data Mining. Most of Chapter 5 is joint
work with David Cheng, Ravi Kannan, and Santosh Vempala and appeared in the
2005 Principles of Database Systems conference proceedings. The work in Chapter 5
on predicting health care costs is joint with Dimitris Bertsimas, Margret Bjarnad6ttir,
and Santosh Vempala and is unpublished.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries and Notation
In this chapter, we describe the technical background for this thesis. The content of
this chapter consists of notation we use throughout the thesis and standard results from
linear algebra (see [GL96] for instance). The bulk of this material is used in Chapters
3 and 4.
2.1 Probability, random variables, and expectation
For an event A, we write Pr (A) to denote the probability that event A occurs. Likewise,
for a random variable X, we denote by E (X) the expectation of X. The random
variable X may be vector-valued. In this case, E (X) is the vector having as components
the expected values of the components of v.
We make use of Markov's inequality, which is a basic tail inequality for nonnegative
random variables:
Theorem 1 (Markov's inequality). Let X > 0 be a random variable. Then:
1
Pr (X > kE (X)) <1 -.k
2.2 Linear algebra
For a matrix A E R"X, we denote by A( its ith row. We denote by I|AIH1 the squared
Frobenius norm. That is:
m n
IJAI|2 = 1 1 A .
i=1 j=1
For a subspace V C R" and a vector u E R", let 7rv(u) be the projection of u onto
v. If {vi,. .. ,Vk} is a basis for V, then
k
7rv(u) = Z(vi -u)vi.
i=1
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For a matrix A E R"X, we write 7rv(A) to denote the matrix whose rows are the
projection of the rows of A onto V. For a subset S of the rows of A, let span(S) 9 R"
be the subspace generated by those rows; we use the simplified notation irs(A) for
lrspan(S)(A)-
For subspaces V, W C R", the sum of these subspaces is denoted by V + W and is
given by:
V +W= {v +w E Rn : v E Vw E W}.
We denote by V' the orthogonal subspace to V, i.e.
V' = {u E R : -v(u) = 0}.
We use the following elementary properties of the operator 7rv:
Proposition 2. For any A E R and matrices A, B E Rrnxn:
irv(AA + B) = Xiv(A) + irv(B).
Proposition 3. Let V, W C Rn be orthogonal subspaces. For any matrix A E Rm xn,
7rv+w(A) = nv(A) + 7rw(A).
2.2.1 Singular Value Decomposition
The singular value decomposition (SVD) of a matrix A E Rm x" is one of the most
useful matrix decompositions. The property of the SVD we use in this thesis is that
it gives the best rank k approximation to A for all k simultaneously. We first give a
definition and then prove that every matrix A admits such a decomposition.
Definition 4. The singular value decomposition of a matrix A E Rxn is the decom-
position:
A = U:VT
where U E R"", E E Rmxn, and V E RfXf. The columns of U form an orthonormal
basis {u(), ... , u()} for R" and are called the left singular vectors of A. The columns
of V form an orthonormal basis {v(1 ), ... ,v) } for RI and are called the right singular
vectors of A. E is a diagonal matrix, and the entries on its diagonal a, ... Ur are defined
as the singular values of A, where r is the rank of A. The left and right singular vectors
have the following property: Av() = uu(') and ATu(i) = -V(i).
Theorem 5. Any matrix A E R"xn admits a singular value decomposition.
Proof. We rely on the Spectral Theorem from linear algebra: every real, symmetric
matrix M G R"X" has n, mutually orthogonal eigenvectors [Art91].
To prove that every matrix A E Rmxn admits a singular value decomposition,
we apply the Spectral theorem to the following two matrices: AAT E R"nxr" and
ATA E R""". It is easy to see that these two matrices are symmetric. Let U, V be
the matrices whose columns are the eigenvectors promised by the Spectral Theorem
for AAT and ATA.
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Consider 0). Since it is an eigenvector of ATA, we have that:
AT Av(i) = v(.
Multiplying on the left by A, we get:
AAT( Av(i)) = A Av()
i.e. Av() points in the same direction as some eigenvector 0) of AAT. Therefore,
Av(i)/\|Av()J = U(0). Note that itAv()I|| 2 = (Av(i))T(Av(i)) = v(i)AT Av( ) = A. So
we let ci = V5 - this implies that Av( = oau). Proving that ATu(i) = -(i) is
similar. This gives us the promised behavior of U and V. Finally, it is easy to check
that A = UEVT.
Define Ak E R m x to be the matrix of rank k minimizing ||A - Ak I| for all matrices
of rank k. The SVD of A gives Ak for every k - Ak = UE>kV T , where Ek is the matrix
E with its last r - k values on its diagonal zeroed out. Let Uk and Vk be the matrices
containing the first k columns of U and V, respectively. Note that Ak = AVkVT =
irly(A), since AVk = UkEk by the relationship between the left and right singular
vectors. For this reason, we often refer to Ak as the spectral projection of A, since
it is the projection of A onto the top k right singular vectors of A. We prove that
Ak = 7rv,(A), i.e. the subspace Vk is the best rank-k subspace to project to, in the
sense that it minimizes I|A - irw(A) 112 for any subspace W of rank k.
Theorem 6. Let A E Rmxn, and let k < n. Let Vk be the subspace spanned by the top
k right singular vectors of A. Then we have that:
||A -1yrvk(A)I 2= min ||A -,rw(A)II1
W:rank(W)=k
Proof. Note that, for any subspace W,
IAI|2 = IA - 7rw(A)||1 + ||2w(A)||1
since the rows of A - irw(A) are orthogonal to the rows of irw(A). Thus, if IA -
wry,(A)| 12is minimal, then I7rvk(A)I|1 is maximal; this is what we will prove.
Let W be an arbitrary subspace of dimension k spanned by the orthogonal vectors
WI,..., Wk. Recall that the columns of Vk are denoted by v(,.. . , v(k) and that these
columns are orthogonal. By the fact that w 1i,... , Wk is a basis, we have that:
k
1\1 rw (A)|112 = ( ||Awms|2
i=1
For each wi, project w onto v('),..., v(), the n right singular vectors of A that span
R":
n
Wi = Zaiv(i)
j=1
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where aij = (w, - V u).
Since Av) ... Av(') is an orthogonal set of vectors, we have that for every i:
n1 n
I|Awil| 2 = Z JIAv )l|2 = a 2
j=1 j=1
So for the projection of the entire matrix A, we have:
k n
W7rw(A)112F = .
i=1 j=1
Consider the "weight" _>1  = (j(w.. v ))2 on each a?. This weight is at most
the norm of the projection of 0) on the subspace W, so it is bounded by 1, i.e.
k
Z(wi - v())2 < |I7rw(vj)||2 1
i=1
Furthermore, the sum of all the weights Z" ZFU= = E,_(w - v=W) 2 is
exactly k, since it is the norm of the projection of the vectors w 1,..., Wk onto Vk:
k n k
ZZEwi - V k v(wi)|2 = k.
i=1 j=1 i=1
It follows that the maximum value that |7rw(A)| 2 can obtain is i=u o. Since Vk
achieves this value, we have the desired result. 0
We will also use the fact that Ak is the best rank-k approximation with respect to
the 2-norm as well.
Theorem 7.
Ak = argmnB:rank(B)<k||A - B1| 2
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Chapter 3
Low Rank Matrix Approximation
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we describe our results on low-rank matrix approximation. Let A E
Rmn be a matrix. The low-rank matrix approximation of A is a matrix B of rank k
such that
||A - BI|1
is minimized over all rank k matrices. Geometrically, the problem amounts to finding
the best-fit subspace for the points in A. Consider the rows of A and Ak to be points
in R". Then Ak are the points lying in a k-dimensional subspace that best fits the
points of A. We refer interchangeably to Ak as the low-rank approximation of A and
the spectral projection of A (see Chapter 2). In Figure 3-1, we show a depiction of
low-rank matrix approximation for n = 3 and k = 2, i.e. finding a best-fit plane for
points in 3 dimensions.
In our example, the points are the rows of the matrix A. The span of the points
of Ak is the plane, which is the best-fit plane because it minimizes the sum of squared
distances between points in A and their projections to the plane.
3.1.1 Motivation
Low-rank matrix approximation has seen many uses in data mining and analysis. By
projecting data to a lower dimension, not only is the size of the data reduced, but the
structure of the data is also often highlighted. This ability of low-rank matrix approx-
imation to highlight underlying structure has been used in systems for collaborative
filtering and information retrieval.
The classical methods for computing low rank matrix approximation work by com-
puting the Singular Value Decomposition of A (see Chapter 2); they form the matrices
U, E, and V such that:
A = UEVT.
Recall that the matrix formed by zeroing out the last n - k singular values on the
diagonal of E gives the optimal matrix Ak = UEk VT. Classical algorithms take
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Figure 3-1: The best-fit plane for points in 3 dimensions
O(min{mn2 , nm2 }) time, which may be too large for some applications. These al-
gorithms also assume that the entire matrix fits in main memory. However, some
data sets may be too large to store/process in their entirety. For these data sets, a
more appropriate model is the streaming model of computation, where one only has
sequential access to the data and is allowed a few passes. The problem of finding
approximations to the matrix B very quickly has received much attention in the past
decade [FKV04, DKF+04, AM01, DK03, DKM06]. In Section 3.2 of this chapter, we
give a new algorithm for low-rank matrix approximation and show small certificates
for better additive approximation as well as relative approximation. At the heart of
our work is a new distribution from which to sample the matrix A.
An area in which low-rank matrix approximation has seen much use is document
clustering. In this problem, an algorithm is given a document set where documents
naturally partition according to topic. The desired output of the algorithm is the
natural partition according to topic. Many algorithms that use the low-rank matrix
approximation of the document-term matrix of the document set have been proposed
and have shown impressive experimental results [Bol98, ZDG+01, DHZ+01, Dhi0l,
ZK02, XLG03, LMOO4]. These algorithms have been able to classify documents ac-
cording to their topic much more effectively than traditional clustering algorithms
such as k-means. However, their use of low-rank matrix approximation is varied -
some methods only use one singular vector, while others use k, etc. Their varied
use along with their common experimental success has motivated the question: do
the algorithms share a common benefit from using spectral methods? Both theoret-
ical and experimental work has been done to explain the success of these methods
[PRTVOO, AFK+01, KVV04, McSO1, VWO4, KSV05, DM01, SS97]. The theoretical
work has largely focused on proposing models for document sets and proving that spe-
cific spectral algorithms succeed in these models, while the practical work has studied
slightly different dimension-reduction techniques or the benefit of low-rank matrix ap-
proximation for a specific algorithm. In Section 3.3, we propose the common benefit
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that these methods share is based on two simple properties: approximation and dis-
tinguishability. Both of these properties are independent of specific spectral clustering
algorithms.
3.1.2 Our work
We first describe our work on improved approximation for low-rank matrix approxi-
mation and then describe results on the benefit of spectral projection for document
clustering. The results on improved approximation appear in Section 3.2 and the re-
sults on the benefit of spectral projection appear in Section 3.3.
Improved approximation for low-rank matrix approximation
Frieze et al. [FKV04] showed that any matrix A has a subset of k/e rows whose span
contains an approximately optimal rank-k approximation to A. In fact, the subset of
rows can be obtained as independent samples from a distribution that depends only
on the lengths of the rows. The approximation is additive.
Theorem 8 ([FKV04]). Let S be a sample of s rows of an m x n matrix A, where
each row is chosen independently from the following distribution:
Pr (A(') is picked) ; c I JAW 
112
If s > k/ce, then the span of S contains a matrix Ak of rank at most k for which
E(IIA - 11 |) < ||A - Ak 12+ E|Al\1.
This theorem can be turned into an efficient algorithm based on sampling [DKF+04]
'. The algorithm makes one pass through A to figure out the sampling distribution and
another pass to sample and compute the approximation. It has additive error chIA\IF
and its complexity is O(min{m, n}k 2/E 4).
In Section 3.2, we generalize Theorem 8. We show how to sample in multiple
rounds and reduce the additive error exponentially in the number of rounds. We also
describe how to combine volume sampling [DRVW06] with adaptive sampling to obtain
a relative approximation.
The generalization of Theorem 8 is that we can sample in multiple rounds, rather
than just once. To take full advantage of sampling in multiple rounds, we must adapt
our distribution based on samples from previous rounds. Suppose we have already
sampled a set of rows. Instead of picking rows with probability proportional to their
length again, we pick rows with probability proportional to their length orthogonal to
the subspace V spanned by our current samples. We prove an analog to Theorem 8,
but show that the additive error is proportional to hirv(A)IJ instead of IIA11'. This
'Frieze et al. go further to show that there is an s x s submatrix for s = poly(k/E) from which the
low-rank approximation can be computed in poly(k, 1/f) time in an implicit form.
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theorem gives rise to a multi-pass algorithm that proceeds in t rounds over. the matrix.
The algorithm has additive error ci1AIIj, i.e. the additive error drops exponentially in
the number of rounds. These results can be found in Section 3.2.2.
In Section 3.2.3, we show how to combine volume sampling [DRVW06] with adaptive
sampling to obtain a relative approximation. Volume sampling is a generalization of
[FKV04] where subsets of rows, rather than individual rows, are sampled. The result
on relative approximation states that every matrix A contains a subset of k+k(k+ 1)/E
rows in whose span lies a matrix Ak such that:
|A - k|12 < (1 + E)I|A - AkI1-
Benefit of Spectral Projection for Document Clustering
Document clustering is a fundamental problem in information retrieval; it has been
used to organize results of a query [CKPT92] and produce summaries of documents
[HKH+01]. Varied spectral methods for document clustering have been proposed which
give impressive experimental results [Bol98, SS97, ZDG+01, DHZ+01, Dhi0l, ZK02,
XLG03, LMOO4, CKVW05]. In Section 3.3, we attempt to explain the experimental
success of these methods. We focus on spectral projection and give experimental evi-
dence that clustering algorithms that use the spectral projection of a document-term
matrix do indeed share a common benefit in the form of two properties: approximation
and distinguishability. The second property explains why traditional clustering algo-
rithms such as k-means perform better on the spectral projection of a document-term
matrix than on the document-term matrix itself.
The first property, approximation, means that the spectral projection of a document-
term matrix remains close to the original document-term matrix. Thus, spectral projec-
tion reduces the dimension of the data, which speeds up clustering algorithms running
on the data, while not incurring too much error. The experiments and results are
described in Section 3.3.2.
The second property, distinguishability, is that clusters are more clearly demarcated
after spectral projection. In particular, for natural (and commonly used) definitions
of distance and similarity for documents, we give experimental evidence that inter-
cluster distance/similarity is substantially more distinguishable from intra-cluster dis-
tance/similarity after spectral projection. Before spectral projection, these two quanti-
ties are indistinguishable. This explains why clustering algorithms that work solely on
the basis of pairwise distances/similarities perform better on the projection compared
to the original document-term matrix. This property of spectral projection coincides
with recent theoretical work on spectral algorithms for learning mixtures of distribu-
tions [VWO4, KSV05]. We explain this connection and the experimental results in
Section 3.3.3.
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3.2 Improved Approximation for Low-Rank Matrix
Approximation
In this section, we describe our results on improved approximation for low-rank matrix
approximation.
3.2.1 Related work
The work of Frieze et al. [FKV04] and Drineas et al. [DKF+04] introduced matrix
sampling for fast low-rank approximation. Subsequently, an alternative sampling-based
algorithm was given by Achlioptas and McSherry[AM01). That algorithm achieves
slightly different bounds (see [AM01] for a detailed comparison) using only one pass.
It does not seem amenable to the multipass improvements presented here. Bar-Yossef
[BY03] has shown that the bounds of these algorithms for one or two passes are optimal
up to polynomial factors in 1/c.
These algorithms can also be viewed in the streaming model of computation [MH98].
In this model, we do not have random access to data. Instead, the data comes as a
stream and we are allowed one or a few sequential passes over the data. Algorithms
for the streaming model have been designed for computing frequency moments [NA99],
histograms [GKS06], etc. and have mainly focused on what can be done in one pass.
There has been some recent work on what can be done in multiple passes [DK03,
FKM+05]. The "pass-efficient" model of computation was introduced in [MH98]. Our
multipass algorithms fit this model and relate the quality of approximation to the
number of passes. Feigenbaum, et. al [FKM+05] show such a relationship for computing
the maximum unweighted matching in bipartite graphs.
The Lanczos method is an iterative algorithm that is used in practice to compute the
Singular Value Decomposition [GL96, KM04]. An exponential decrease in an additive
error term has also been proven for the Lanczos method under a different notion of
additive error ([GL96, KM04]). However, the exponential decrease in error depends on
the gap between singular values. In particular, the following is known for the Lanczos
method: after k iterations, each approximate singular value 0, obeys:
o2 > o - CkC
where both c and C depend on the gap between singular values. This guarantee can
be transformed into an inequality:
||A -Ak1 ! <_A - AkJI -+ cC
very similar to the one we prove, but without the multiplicative error term for IIA -
Ak 12. In the Lanczos method, each iteration can be implemented in one pass over
A, whereas our algorithm requires two passes over A in each iteration. Kuczynski
and Wozniakowski [KW92] prove that the Lanczos iteration, with a randomly chosen
starting vector v, achieves a multiplicative error with respect to o in log(n)/v it-
erations. However, this multiplicative error is not equivalent to a multiplicative error
with respect to IA - A 1 12}.
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Figure 3-2: Only the circle points will be selected in the first round
3.2.2 Adaptive sampling
We motivate adaptive sampling with the following example. Consider Figure 3-2, and
note that the circle points all lie along a single line. Therefore, the best rank-2 subspace
has zero error. However, one round of sampling will most likely miss the triangle point
and thus incur an error. So we use a two-round approach. In the first pass, we get a
sample from the squared length distribution. We will likely only have circle points in
this sample. Then we sample again, but adaptively, i.e. with probability proportional
to the squared distance to the span of the first sample. Adaptive sampling ensures
that with high probability we obtain the triangle point. The span of the full sample
now contains a good rank 2 approximation.
The next theorem is very similar to Theorem 8 [FKV04]. However, instead of
sampling rows according to their squared lengths, we sample rows according to their
squared lengths orthogonal to a subspace V. Instead of obtaining a result with additive
error proportional to |IA|II , we obtain additive error proportional to I|7rv (A)J1', the
sum of the squared lengths of the rows of A orthogonal to V.
Theorem 9. Let A E R"'x be a matrix, V C R' be a subspace, and E = lrv: (A). Let
S be a sample of s rows of an m x n matrix A, each chosen independently from the
following distribution:
Pr (A(') is picked) = ||E| 112
Then, for any nonnegative integer k, V +span(S) contains a matrix Ak of rank at most
k such that:
Es(I|A - Ak11) ; |A - Ak112 + -1|E 11.
Proof. We define vectors w), .. , w(k) C V +span(S) such that W = span{w(,... , w(k)}
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and show that W is a good approximation to span{v('),... ,v(k)} in the sense that:
Es(JJA - rw(A)j|1) 1 |A - Ak||1 + -IIEI||.F F 8 s (3.1)
Recall that Ak = irspan{v(1),...,V(k)}(A), i.e. span{v(1 ),. . . , v(k)} is the optimal subspace
upon which to project. Proving (3.1) proves the theorem, since W C V + span(S).
Let P = Pr (A(') is picked) = 112 . Define X(4 to be a random variable such
that U)
XU) i E()=
(A)
Ui(A(') 
- 7rv(A(')))
with probability P. Note that X/) is a linear function of a row of A sampled from the
distribution D. Let X(A = E 1 X j, and note that Es(X()) = ETu().
For 1 < j k, define:
w) = rv(A)Tu(j) + X
Then we have that Es(wMi)) = ajvi). We seek to bound the error of w( with respect
to ajv(), i.e., Es(||w(i) - u3v()I112 ). We have that w( - o vW) = X(A - ETu(i), which
gives us
Es(llwdi) - O'jVW112) = Es((jX(j) - ETu(j)112)
= Es(IIXM||I12 ) - 2Es(XEi)) -ETu(i) + IIETu( 2
= Es(IX(112) - 1ETu(i)11 2. (3.2)
We evaluate the first term in (3.2),
= Es(IZ XW 11 2)
l=1
2 AZEs(
=1
- IiEEs(
1=1
||X(i1|2) + 21S 2 E
1<1 <12<S
Es(X/j -Xj)
IIX IU12) +S- 1 IIETu3) 11 2.
In (3.3) we used that X and X are independent.
that
1 Z Es(IIX 1(j)I2)
(3.3)
From (3.2) and (3.3) we have
-
IIETuA 1 2
The definition of Pi gives us:
Es(||Xi | 112) i=p 2
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Es(llwed) - jV() 112 ) =
< IIE||1.
Es(I|XM|| 12)
Thus, we have obtained a bound on the error of w(j):
Es(Ulw~) - o-yv(j) 12 ) 5 -JE 11. (3.4)
s
With this bound in hand, we can complete the proof. Let y(j) = w(j)/u- for 1 <
j k, and consider the matrix F = A I VZ)y0 . The rowspace of F is contained
in W = span{w(1), . ,w(k)}. Therefore, 1|A - 7rw(A)||% <|A - Ff 11. We will use F
to bound the error 1|A - 7rw(A)|F'
By decomposing A - F along the left singular vectors u(, . .. , u(r), we can use (3.4)
to bound 11A - FF
Es(IA - irw(A)|I|) < Es(||A - F1|F) = Es(||(A - F )Tu |F
k ri==1
= Jv s ||i - w ||I2)
i=1 i=k+1
- 11E||1 + 1|A - Akj1F2
s FF
By iterating Theorem 9, we can achieve a reduced additive approximation. In each
iteration, the subspace V is the span of all the rows sampled in previous iterations.
Theorem 10. Let S = S1 U . . U St be a random sample of rows of an m x n matrix
A where for j = 1,... ,t, each set S is a sample of s rows of A chosen independently
from the following distribution:
Pr (A(') is picked) = 2
where E 1 =A, E = A - rs1u...usji (A). Then for s > k/e, the span of S contains a
matrix Ak of rank k such that
1cEs(IJA ~ -AkF
Proof. We will prove the inequality by induction on t. Theorem 8 gives us the base
case t = 1.
For the inductive step, let E = A - 7rsiu...us_ 1 (A). By means of Theorem 9 with
s > k/ce there exists a matrix Ak lying in the span of S1 U ... U St such that:
Es,(1|A - AkI|2) 1|A - Ak|12 + EIIE12
Combining this inequality with the fact that 1E12 = IA -7rslu...ust 1 (A) 12 we get
Es,(||A - rsIu...ust,k(A)|12) ||A - lrk(A)I112+ E||A - 1rsu...ust- (A)|12
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Taking the expectation over S1,..., St_1, and using the induction hypothesis for t - 1
gives the result:
Es(I|A - 7rs 1 ...us,k(A)II) IA -7k(A)|I'+ EEs 1,...,st_1 (|A -rs...us _IA)||%)
||A - rk(A)II + 6 ( ||A - 7k(A)F + et-1||A|F)
1A - k(A)I11 + EthIAh11
Algorithm
In this section, we present the multipass algorithm for low-rank approximation. We
first describe it the algorithm at a conceptual level and then give the details of the
implementation.
The resulting algorithm uses 2t passes through the data. Although the sampling
distribution is modified t times, the matrix itself is not changed and so its sparsity is
maintained. The algorithm fits the streaming model in that the entries of A can arrive
in any order (see Section 3.2.1).
Informally, the algorithm will find an approximation to the best rank-k subspace
(the span of v0), . . . , v(k)) by first choosing a sample T of s random rows with density
proportional to the squared norm of each row (as in Theorem 8). Then we focus
ourselves on the space orthogonal to the span of the chosen rows - that is, we consider
the matrix E = A - 7rT(A), which represents the error of our current approximation,
and we sample s additional rows with density proportional to the squared norm of the
rows of E. We consider the union of this sample with our previous sample, and we
continue adding samples in this way, up to the number of chosen passes. Theorem 10
gives a bound on the error of this procedure.
Fast SVD
Input: A E R"'x", integers k < m, t, error parameter c > 0.
Output: A set of k vectors in R'.
1. Let S = 0, s = k/E.
2. Repeat t times:
(a) Let E = A - 7rs(A).
(b) Let T be a sample of s rows of A according to the distribution that assigns
probability (' to row i.
(c) Let S=SUT.
3. Let hl,. . . , hk be the top k right singular vectors of irs(A).
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In what follows, let M be the number of non-zeros of A.
Theorem 11. The algorithm finds vectors h1 ... , hk E R' such that with probability
at least 3/4 their span H satisfies
|A - 'H(A) k12 < + 1A - Ak 1 -2 4Et ||A 11. (3.5)F - + 1 - E)F*
The running time is O (ML + (m + n) k2.
Proof. For the correctness, observe that 7rH(A) is a random variable with the same
distribution as Ak as defined in Theorem 10. Also, 11A - Ak112 - 1(A - Ak112 is a
nonnegative random variable and Theorem 10 gives a bound on its expectation:
Es(I|A - Ak 1I2 - 1|A - Ak|12) < 1|A - Ak|11 + et ||A|11.F1 -
Markov's inequality applied to this variable gives that with probability at least 3/4
IA - Ak - A - AA - k - Ak(112+ 4EtIIA 11,F F - k
which implies inequality (3.5).
We will now bound the running time. In the course of the algorithm, we maintain a
basis for the span of the rows in S. In each iteration, we extend this basis orthogonally
with a new set of vectors Y, so that it spans the new sample T. The squared length of
each row orthogonal to the span of S, IIEW) 112, as well as the total squared length, IIE 11,
are computed by subtracting the contribution of lrT(A) from the values they had in the
previous iteration. In each iteration, the projection onto Y needed for computing this
contribution takes time O(Ms). In iteration i, the computation of the orthonormal
basis Y takes time O(ns2i). This is done using the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
of s vectors in RI against an orthonormal basis of size at most s(i + 1).
Thus, the total time in iteration i is O(Ms + ns2i); with t iterations, it is O(Mst +
ns2 t2 ). At the end of Step 2 we have ws(A) in terms of our basis (an m x st matrix).
Finding the top k singular vectors in Step 3 takes time O(ms2t2 ). Bringing them back
to the original basis takes time O(nkst). Thus, the total running time is O(Mst +
ns2t2 + ms 2t 2 + nkst) which simplifies to
0( kt + r )k 2t2o (Mg+(m+n)k2 2 .
3.2.3 Relative approximation
In this section, we prove that a relative approximation to Ak exists in a small number
of rows of A. Crucial to this result is the following theorem proven in [DRVW06]:
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Theorem 12. For a subset S of k points, let A(S) denote the k-dimensional simplex
formed by them along with the origin. Let S be a random subset of k rows of a given
matrix A chosen with probability
vol(A(S)) 2
PS =ZT:ITI=k vol(A(T)) 2
Then Ak, the projection of A to the span of S, satisfies
E(IIA - AkIIF) (k ± 1)IIA - AkIIF-
We refer to sampling from the above distribution on subsets of rows as volume
sampling. We show next how to combine volume sampling with adaptive sampling to
get a relative approximation. We prove that there exists a small subset of rows of A
in whose span lies a rank-k matrix Ak such that
|A - k12F < (1 + c)IIA - Ak1F-
The proof is straightforward. First, we interpret Theorem 12 as an existence theorem,
which gives us a set S of k rows of A that achieves a multiplicative (k + 1) error. We
then apply Theorem 9 with V = span(S), which gives us the desired result.
Theorem 13. For any m x n matrix A, there exists a subset of k + k(k + 1)/C rows
in whose span lies a rank-k matrix Ak such that
|A - Ak|| (1+ c)||A - AkIF-
Proof. By Theorem 12, there exists a subset S1 of k rows of A such that Ak, the
projection of A to Si satisfies
||A - Ak (k + 1)|A - AkIF-
Now, applying Theorem 9 with V = span(Si) and s = k(k + 1)/c we get that, for a
random sample S2 of the rows of A according to the specified distribution, there exists
a matrix Ak lying in V + span(S 2 ), which satisfies
Es2(||A - AkII') (1 + E)IIA - Ak1F
so there exists a subset of the rows achieving the expectation. Since V + span(S 2) =
span(SI U S2), and IS1 U S21 = k + k(k + 1)/E, we have the desired result. E
3.2.4 Notes
The results in this chapter have been extended by Deshpande and Vempala [DV06).
They improve upon Theorem 13 by showing that only O(k/E + k log k) are necessary
for a (1 +c) relative approximation. They also show how to approximately sample from
the volume distribution and show how this can be used to obtain an algorithm with
(1 + e) relative approximation in time 0 (M (k/c + k2 log k)) and O(k log k) passes.
Recently, Sarlos showed [Sar06] how to obtain a (1 + e) relative approximation in two
passes over the matrix. Instead of sampling rows, his algorithm samples random linear
combinations of rows.
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3.3 Benefit of Spectral Projection for Document
Clustering
In this section, we describe experimental work that partially explains the impressive
experimental results of varied spectral clustering algorithms for document clustering.
3.3.1 Related work
An early use of spectral techniques in information retrieval was the work of [DDL+90],
which showed that a low rank approximation to a document-term matrix improved
precision and recall for queries. Much work on spectral techniques for clustering fol-
lowed in the text domain, including [Bol98, SS97, ZDG+01, DHZ+01, Dhi0l, ZK02,
XLG03, LMOO4, CKVW05]. Empirical success of spectral methods has also appeared
in other domains such as image segmentation [SMOO, NJW01]. Theoretical work ex-
plaining the success of spectral methods in clustering has focused on proposing gen-
erative models for data and showing that particular spectral algorithms perform well
[PRTVOO, AFK+01, KVV04, McS01, VWO4, KSV05]; An exception is the work of
[KVV04] that gives a worst-case approximation guarantee for recursive spectral par-
titioning. The work done in [DM01] and [SS97] is most similar to the work in this
paper. In [DM01], Dhillon and Modha perform similar experiments investigating the
approximation and distinguishability properties of concept decomposition, a technique
distinct from SVD that represents a document-term matrix in a lower-dimensional
space. In [SS97], Schutze and Silverstein empirically study the effect of projections
on clustering speed and efficacy. They conclude that spectral projection significantly
speeds up clustering but has no effect on efficacy. However, their measure of efficacy is
respect to a fixed clustering algorithm. Although a fixed clustering algorithm may not
see improved performance after spectral projection, other clustering algorithms may
benefit from spectral projection. Our work suggests that spectral projection has a pos-
itive effect on efficacy; we measure this effect independent of any particular clustering
algorithm.
3.3.2 Approximation
Reducing the dimensionality of data can speed up clustering algorithms computing over
the data. However, a low-dimensional representation of high-dimensional data typically
incurs some error. Thus, for dimension reduction to be effective, it is desirable that the
error is small. We conducted an experiment to measure the error incurred by spectral
projection of document-term matrices. From Theorem 7, we know that the spectral
projection Ak is the best approximation to A for the Frobenius norm and 2-norm. The
results show that this best approximation is indeed a good one - spectral projection
to low dimensions introduces manageable error, even when the initial dimension is very
high.
The data set we used was the 20 Newsgroups data set [Lan], which consists of
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Figure 3-3: Percentage error vs. rank
20,000 articles from 20 Usenet newsgroups. Each newsgroup contains roughly 1,000
articles divided into a training subset and a test subset. For each of the newsgroups,
we constructed the document-term matrix for all the articles in the test subset of the
newsgroup. We used the following common pre-processing steps.
" Stemming (using Porter's algorithm [Por80]).
* Removal of terms that appear too infrequently (less than two times).
* TF/IDF normalization.
" Normalization of term vectors to have Euclidean length one.
The document-term matrix was roughly 400 by 4, 000 for each newsgroup and contained
roughly 24,000 non-zero entries. The singular value decomposition was computed for
each document-term matrix, and the percentage error
IIA - AkI
|AI|
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data set 1 2 4
rank
8 1
(k)
16 32 64 128
alt.atheism 98.5% 97.7% 96.2% 93.7% 89.5% 82.3% 70.9% 52.4%
comp.graphics 98.7% 98.1% 97.1% 95.5% 92.5% 87.4% 78.7% 63.5%
comp.os.ms-windows.misc 98.7% 98.0% 96.8% 94.7% 91.1% 85.5% 76.2% 60.5%
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware 98.5% 97.6% 96.4% 94.4% 91.0% 85.5% 76.2% 60.4%
comp.sys.mac.hardware 98.8% 98.1% 96.8% 94.7% 91.2% 85.2% 75.1% 58.5%
comp.windows.x 98.9% 98.3% 97.2% 95.5% 92.5% 87.2% 78.2% 62.9%
misc.forsale 98.9% 98.2% 97.1% 95.3% 92.2% 87.0% 78.0% 62.3%
rec.autos 98.8% 98.0% 96.6% 94.5% 91.0% 85.3% 75.5% 59.6%
rec.motorcycles 98.9% 98.2% 97.0% 94.8% 91.2% 85.0% 74.6% 58.1%
rec.sport.baseball 98.7% 97.9% 96.5% 94.3% 90.8% 84.6% 74.4% 58.1%
rec.sport.hockey 98.6% 97.9% 96.5% 94.2% 90.6% 84.6% 74.7% 58.7%
sci.crypt 98.6% 97.9% 96.8% 94.6% 91.1% 85.2% 75.1% 58.8%
sci.electronics 98.9% 98.1% 96.7% 94.6% 91.1% 85.3% 75.2% 58.5%
sci.med 99.0% 98.2% 97.0% 94.8% 91.4% 85.7% 76.0% 59.9%
sci.space 98.7% 98.0% 96.7% 94.6% 91.0% 84.9% 75.2% 59.3%
soc.religion.christian 98.5% 97.8% 96.6% 94.6% 91.3% 85.9% 77.2% 62.8%
talk.politics.guns 98.5% 97.7% 96.4% 94.3% 90.7% 84.7% 74.5% 58.0%
talk.politics.mideast 98.4% 97.3% 95.7% 93.0% 88.9% 82.5% 72.4% 56.2%
talk.politics.misc 98.3% 97.1% 95.5% 93.0% 89.0% 82.2% 70.8% 51.9%
talk.religion.misc 98.5% 97.5% 95.8% 92.9% 88.3% 80.3% 66.6% 43.5%
Table 3.1: Percentage error (Frobenius norm) vs. rank for all 20 newsgroups
was measured for values of the rank (k) from 1 to 250 for both the Frobenius norm
and the 2-norm.
The plots of percentage error vs. k for the newsgroups alt .atheism and
rec. sport .hockey appear in Figures 3-3(a) and 3-3(b). The percentage error for the
Frobenius norm for all 20 newsgroups is shown in Table 3.1 for k (rank) in powers of
two. Table 3.2 contains the same information but for the 2-norm.
In Figures 3-3(a) and 3-3(b), the percentage error drops to 0% when k = 319 and
k = 399, respectively. This is because alt.atheism consists of 319 documents and
rec. sport. hockey consists of 399 documents. Thus, spectral projection to 319 and
399 dimensions results in perfect reconstructions of the document-term matrices for
alt .atheism and rec. sport . hockey, respectively. Both plots show that the error for
the Frobenius norm drops off roughly linearly, whereas the error for the 2-norm drops
off more quickly initially. For high dimensions, though, the percentage error for the
Frobenius norm is lower than that of the 2-norm.
The best low-rank approximations with respect to the Frobenius norm and 2-norm
are indeed good approximations. When the dimensionality of the data was reduced
from roughly 400 to 128, the percentage error for the Frobenius norm was less than
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data set 1 2 4
rank (k)
8 16 32 64 128
alt-atheism 75.4% 71.6% 66.7% 61.2% 54.9% 47.3% 39.5% 31.3%
comp.graphics 69.6% 63.7% 57.6% 54.0% 50.9% 45.4% 40.2% 33.5%
comp.os.ms-windows.misc 74.1% 71.2% 65.0% 59.1% 53.0% 45.7% 39.8% 33.0%
coinp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware 72.3% 64.8% 58.2% 52.9% 47.8% 42.1% 36.6% 30.3%
comp.sys.mac.hardware 74.4% 70.6% 67.9% 60.9% 55.1% 49.0% 42.2% 33.8%
comp.windows.x 73.2% 70.9% 64.8% 59.8% 55.0% 49.5% 43.5% 36.2%
misc.forsale 78.7% 74.2% 64.7% 61.1% 55.1% 49.2% 43.7% 36.5%
rec.autos 82.4% 77.2% 69.7% 63.9% 55.4% 49.3% 42.8% 34.5%
rec.motorcycles 76.8% 72.2% 69.4% 64.9% 57.8% 52.2% 43.8% 34.5%
rec.sport.baseball 74.7% 71.7% 67.7% 58.2% 52.3% 47.4% 40.0% 31.6%
rec.sport.hockey 70.3% 69.2% 64.7% 57.1% 51.4% 45.1% 38.4% 30.8%
sci.crypt 66.1% 63.2% 61.5% 57.1% 50.6% 45.1% 39.1% 30.8%
sci.electronics 87.1% 81.2% 71.1% 63.7% 58.6% 51.7% 45.4% 36.1%
sci.med 83.7% 80.2% 71.7% 64.5% 58.1% 51.7% 45.4% 36.3%
sci.space 74.0% 73.5% 65.5% 60.3% 55.4% 47.8% 40.8% 33.0%
soc.religion.christian 66.6% 62.2% 56.6% 53.2% 47.4% 41.3% 35.4% 29.4%
talk.politics. guns 71.5% 65.4% 59.1% 54.1% 49.5% 43.9% 37.7% 30.3%
talk.politics.mideast 78.8% 74.9% 65.1% 56.2% 49.6% 42.5% 35.3% 28.5%
talk.politics.misc 85.3% 69.5% 60.9% 55.7% 50.2% 43.7% 37.3% 29.7%
talk.religion.misc 77.7% 76.8% 69.4% 62.5% 55.2% 49.6% 40.9% 31.6%
Table 3.2: Percentage error (2-norm) vs. rank for all 20 newsgroups
60% for all but two newsgroups (see Table 3.1). For the 2-norm (Table 3.2), we have
even better results: when the dimensionality was reduced to just 32, the percentage
error for all but three newsgroups was under 50%. It is interesting to note that all
newsgroups behaved similarly with respect to percentage error versus rank, despite the
difference in content in the newsgroups. For most values of k, the maximum percentage
error difference between any two newsgroups was roughly 10%.
3.3.3 Distinguishability
Many document clustering algorithms are based on a pairwise distance or similarity
function. The distance function maps two documents to any non-negative number; the
larger the distance, the more unlike the two documents are. On the other hand, a
similarity function maps two documents to the interval [0, 1]; the closer to 1, the more
like the two documents are. Many different distance and similarity functions have been
used when documents are represented as term vectors. We consider two commonly used
candidates for a distance function and similarity function. The distance between two
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term vectors u, v will be their Euclidean distance:
d(u,v) = ||u - vi|.
For similarity, we use the Gaussian kernel:
s(u, v) = e-IIUVI.
We give experimental evidence that under these measures, intra-cluster distance and
similarity becomes substantially more distinguishable from inter-cluster distance and
similarity after spectral projection.
Experiment and results
The data set we used for this experiment was also the 20 Newsgroup data set [Lan].
The general experimental setup was as follows: we formed the document-term matrix
A of a random sample of the articles from k random newsgroups, where k ranged from 2
to 10. We measured the inter/intra newsgroup distance/similarity of these documents.
We then computed Ak, the spectral projection of A to k dimensions, and measured
the inter/intra newsgroup distance/similarity in the new representation. The exact
experimental details follow.
We chose 10 random sets of k different newsgroups. For a random set of k news-
groups, we chose 10 random samples S1 ... , SIo. Each random sample consisted of 50
articles from each of the k newsgroups. Clearly, the articles in each random sample,
S1... S10 can be partitioned into k clusters according to the newsgroup to which they
belong (we will refer to the collection of documents from the same newsgroup as a
cluster). We then computed the document-term matrix A for each random sample Si,
using the pre-processing steps described in Section 3.3.2. The singular value decompo-
sition of A was computed and we formed the spectral projection Ak. Each row vector
in Ak was then normalized so that its Euclidean length was 1 (note that in A, each
row vector was also normalized to 1).
For the distance function d(u, v) = IIu - vl , we measured the following two quan-
tities both before and after projection:
" Average distance between cluster means.
" Average distance between cluster mean and a vector from the same cluster.
The cluster mean is simply the vector that is the average of all the term vectors from
a newsgroup. Table 3.3 shows the results averaged together for each value of k. The
key property is that the ratio of average distance between cluster means, d(pi,up),
to average distance between a cluster mean and a term vector from the same cluster,
d(u, p), increases to the point that the two quantities become distinguishable. The
factor by which this ratio increases after projection is the magnification factor (the
last column in the table). Consider a situation in which the ratio d(pi,1pj)/d(u, p) is
at least 2 for every pair of clusters; then we can put a ball around each cluster mean
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before projection
d(u, y) d(uW)
after projection
d( pi, pj) Id(u, p) dWu~u)
2 0.2902 0.9690 0.2995 0.8985 0.2197 4.0889 13.6524
3 0.2858 0.9701 0.2945 0.8222 0.3269 2.5151 8.5402
4 0.2842 0.9714 0.2925 0.8259 0.3860 2.1396 7.3149
5 0.2891 0.9703 0.2980 0.9124 0.4122 2.2137 7.4285
6 0.2876 0.9707 0.2963 0.8325 0.4439 1.8755 6.3297
7 0.2876 0.9717 0.2960 0.7731 0.4627 1.6709 5.6449
8 0.2863 0.9719 0.2946 0.8376 0.4953 1.6909 5.7396
9 0.2863 0.9714 0.2947 0.8716 0.5202 1.6756 5.6858
0.2847 0.9725 0.2928 0.8348 0.5374 1.5534 5.3053
Table 3.3: Average distances before and after spectral projection to k dimensions
before projection
s(Ci, Ci) S(CS(C 'jCO)
after projection
Cs, Ci) ls(CsC) , SC'l
2 0.1485 0.1407 1.0556 0.8709 0.4460 1.9530 1.8501
3 0.1479 0.1404 1.0534 0.7836 0.4450 1.7609 1.6716
4 0.1471 0.1398 1.0524 0.7282 0.4025 1.8093 1.7192
5 0.1478 0.1400 1.0553 0.7007 0.3643 1.9235 1.8227
6 0.1475 0.1399 1.0543 0.6686 0.3444 1.9410 1.8410
7 0.1470 0.1393 1.0546 0.6513 0.3334 1.9533 1.8522
8 0.1468 0.1394 1.0532 0.6144 0.3099 1.9825 1.8824
9 0.1471 0.1396 1.0535 0.5889 0.3061 1.9271 1.8292
0.1464 0.1391 1.0525 0.5695 0.2948 1.9359 1.8393
Table 3.4: Average intra-cluster and inter-cluster similarity before and after spectral
projection to k dimensions
so that 1) the balls do not intersect each other, and 2) each ball contains only the
term vectors from a single cluster. In our experiments, the ratio was at least 2 only
for k < 6. Nevertheless, the magnification factor shows that it is easier to cluster the
points in balls after spectral projection (most points can be clustered).
For the similarity function s(u, v) = e--IIUVI, we measured the following quantities
both before and after spectral projection:
" Average intra-cluster similarity, s(Ci, C).
" Average inter-cluster similarity, s(Ci, C,).
The results appear in Table 3.4. The ratio between the average intra-cluster similarity
and average inter-cluster similarity (s(C, C)/s(C, C3 )) is the key quantity. Before
projection (4th column), the ratio is roughly 1. After projection (7th column), the
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ratio approaches 2 - meaning that, on average, documents from the same cluster are
twice as similar as documents from different clusters. The magnification factor, the last
column in the table, shows the increase in this ratio after projection. It is interesting
that the magnification factor stays roughly constant as k increases. This is not true
for distance; the magnification factor drops as k increases (see Table 3.3).
Connection to learning mixtures of distributions
Measuring the effect of spectral projection on inter-cluster distance and intra-cluster
distance was motivated by recent theoretical work on the problem of learning mixtures
of distributions. In this problem, we are given a random sample from a mixture of k
distributions F 1,..., Fk with mixing weights w1,. . . , Wk that sum to 1, i.e. Ej wi = 1.
A random sample is generated from the mixture by first choosing a distribution F
according to its mixing weight wi, and then choosing a random sample according to
Fi. We say that an algorithm learns a mixture of distributions if it can classify each
random sample according to the distribution from which it was sampled.
Recent work has shown that spectral algorithms can provably learn mixtures of dis-
tributions for some important special cases. In [VW04], a spectral algorithm is given
that correctly classifies a random sample from a mixture of spherical Gaussians, as-
suming a weak separation between the means of the Gaussians. This was generalized in
[KSV05] using a stronger separation condition to mixtures of logconcave distributions,
a class of distributions which includes general Gaussians. The key insight to both al-
gorithms was relating the spectral projection subspace V, spanned by the top k right
singular vectors of the sample matrix A (the rows of A are simply the sample points),
to the subspace W spanned by the mean vectors of the distributions F1, . . . , Fk. In
[VWO4], it is shown that, in expectation, V is the same subspace as W, but only when
the distributions are spherical. This is not true when the distributions are arbitrary,
but an approximate theorem holds.
Theorem 14. ([KSVQ5J) Let S = S1 U S2 ... U Sk be a sample from a mixture with k
distributions such that Si is from the ith distribution F and let V be the k-dimensional
SVD subspace of S. For each i, let pi be the mean of Si and c42 be the maximum
variance of Si along any direction in V. Then,
k k
ZjSid( pi, V) 2 < kZI |SioQ
i=1 i=1
where d(pi, V) is the orthogonal distance between pi and V.
The theorem upper bounds the average distance between means and their projection
to V. Thus a lower bound on the distance between any two means (i.e., d(pi, yj)), gives
a lower bound on the distance between the means of any two projected distributions
by the triangle inequality. Roughly speaking, the theorem says that, on average, the
inter-mean distances do not decrease much.
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On the other hand, it is reasonable to expect that the distance between a random
point and the mean of its distribution shrinks when projected to a lower dimension. As
the ratio of the inter-mean distance to the distance between a random sample and the
mean of its distribution increases, clustering based on pairwise distances becomes more
effective. The assumption of Gaussian (or logconcave) distributions with separated
means is sufficient to be able to classify the entire sample with high probability.
Table 3.3 suggests that this is indeed occurring for document clusters. Note that
the average distance between means before and after spectral projection is roughly
the same. This corresponds to the lower bound on the distance between means from
Theorem 14. Meanwhile, the distance between a document and the mean of its cluster
drops considerably. It is interesting that text corpora, which we have no reason to
believe are mixtures of logconcave distributions benefit from spectral projection.
3.3.4 Notes and Further Questions
We have described two properties, approximation and distinguishability, that aid clus-
tering and have given experimental evidence that the spectral projection of a document-
term matrix has these properties. Besides more extensive experiments, several other
questions also arise from this work: To what extent do the pre-processing steps aid the
inter-cluster/intra-cluster distinguishability? What other definitions of distance and
similarity can spectral projection magnify? The connection to the problem of learning
mixtures of distribution also suggests a data-driven method of designing algorithms
for document clustering. In this method, properties of real-world data are first ex-
perimentally verified and then an algorithm that provably works on data with such
properties is designed. With this method, one might avoid having to use generative
models (which may not be accurate) to show that an algorithm works on real-world
data.
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Chapter 4
Projective Clustering
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we describe our polynomial time approximation scheme for projective
clustering. Our main tool will be Theorem 13 from Chapter 3, which proves that there
exists a small subset of rows of A in whose span lies an approximately optimal matrix
Ak.
4.1.1 Motivation
Clustering a point set P C R' is a classic problem in computer science. While prac-
titioners have focused on heuristics such as k-means and hierarchical clustering algo-
rithms, theoreticians have developed faster and faster algorithms that approximate
objective functions such as k-means, k-median, and k-center increasingly well. De-
spite research by both practitioners and theoreticians, database researchers have found
shortcomings in traditional clustering algorithms. Their difficulty does not necessar-
ily stem from the inability of the k-means algorithm or hierarchical clustering to find
an optimal clustering according to a particular objective function. Instead, database
researchers have discovered fundamental flaws with both traditional clustering tech-
niques and traditional objective functions. The major flaw is that the techniques and
objective functions are all concerned with pairwise distances. When the data set are
points in high-dimensional space, pairwise distances are often poor measures of the
true relationships between data objects. Many coordinates of the high-dimensional
space may be noisy or sparse and may mask the relevant coordinates [AGGR05].
The problem of projective clustering was motivated by these difficulties and the
observation that data sets in high dimensions tend to cluster along different low-
dimensional subspaces. Several heuristics for projective clustering have been proposed
and applied successfully to a large, diverse set of data sets, including bank and insur-
ance data, images from facial recognition systems, and synthetic data. The j-means
projective clustering objective function was introduced by [AM04]. In their work, they
also suggest a heuristic for the problem that follows the paradigm of the traditional
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Figure 4-1: The data set lies in two low-dimensional, affine subspaces
k-means algorithm. They are not able to prove any guarantees, but give experimental
evidence that their algorithm performs well.
4.1.2 Our work
We state the j-means projective clustering problem using the notation from computa-
tional geometry: let d(p, F) be the orthogonal distance of a point p to a subspace F.
Given a set of n points P in R , find a set of j subspaces F1,., F, each of dimension
k, such that
C({F1 ... F }) = min d(p, Fi )2
PpP
is minimized. When subspaces are replaced by flats (i.e. affine subspaces), the case
k = 0 corresponds to the j-means problem. This is the problem formulated in [AM04].
For j ;> 2, the problem is NP-hard [MT82].
The existence of a small number of rows containing a good relative approximation,
Theorem 13 from Chapter 3, is the key ingredient in this chapter's main result, a
polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for the j-means projective clustering
problem for fixed j, k. This result makes a connection between matrix approximation
and projective clustering.
4.2 Related work
The projective clustering problem has been studied in depth for particular values of k
(the dimension of the subspaces) and differing objective functions (minimizing sum of
distances as in the j-median projective clustering problem and minimizing the max-
imum distance as in j-center). For affine k = 0 subspaces, the projective clustering
problems correspond to the well-known k-means, k-median, and k-center problems of
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clustering around points1 . For k = 0, research on the j-means objective function has
led to a polynomial time approximation scheme ([DKF+04], [OR02], [MatOO], [ESO4],
[KSSO4], [dlVKKR03a]). For the j-median objective function with k = 0, a PTAS was
given by [OR02]. Further algorithms for j-median were given in [BHPI02] and [KSS05];
both algorithms improve on the running time given in [OR02]. Lastly, for j-center with
k = 0, [BHPI02]. For k = 1 (lines), a polynomial time approximation scheme is known
for j-center [APV05].
In the computational geometry community, much of the work on projective cluster-
ing has centered around the idea of a coreset, which has been useful in the computation
of extent measures. Roughly speaking, a coreset is a subset of a point set such that
computing an extent measure on the coreset provides an approximation to the extent
measure on the entire point set. The size of the coreset is often independent of the
number of points and/or the underlying dimension of the point set. For a survey on
coresets, see [AHPV04]. Using coresets, Har-Peled and Mazumdar [HPM04] show a
(1 + e) approximation algorithm for k-means and k-median which runs in linear time
for fixed j, E. The one work that we are aware of for projective clustering for general
k also uses ideas from coresets [HPV02]. Har-Peled and Varadarajan [HPV02] give a
(1 + E) approximation algorithm for the j-center projective clustering problem. Their
algorithm runs in time dnr(ik6 log(1/e)/e 5)
4.3 Intuition and a factor k +1 approximation algo-
rithm
We first translate the language of projective clustering to that of low-rank matrix
approximation, which makes immediate the connection between the two problems.
Before we give the PTAS, we describe a factor k + 1 approximation algorithm that is
similar in spirit to the PTAS.
Let P C Rd be a point set and let F1,..., F be the optimal subspaces for P, i.e.
F1, . . . , Fj minimize:
C({F 1 .. . F}) = Zmin d(p, Fi)2
pEP
Let P1,. . . , P be a partition of P such that F is the closest subspace to each of the
points in P. Here is a simple observation about F and P.
Lemma 15. F minimizes Epcp, d(d, F) 2.
Proof. Suppose not, and let Gi minimize EPEPi d(d, G2)2. If we replace F by Gi in
the optimal solution F1,... , F, we obtain a strictly smaller value, contradicting the
optimality of F1,..., F. E
'These are the k-means, k-median, and k-center problems. We refer to them using j instead of the
typical k, because we have used k in previous chapters as the dimension of the subspaces.
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Let P be the matrix whose rows are the points in P. For each point p E P, let q
be the point closest to it in F, and let Q be the matrix of these points. Then we have
that:
ItPi - Q11F = Z d(d, Fi)2 .
The points of Q lie on a k-dimensional subspace. Thus, the span of the best rank-k
matrix approximation for each P gives the subspace Fi.
Let us recall Theorem 12, the factor (k + 1) relative approximation existence result
from Chapter 3: there exists a set S of k rows of A such that ||A - 7rs(A) 112 <
(k + 1)|IA - Ak1|2. For the projective clustering problem, the Theorem says that each
Pi contains a subset Si of k points whose span is at most a factor (k + 1) worse than
Fi. Thus, by enumerating all subsets of size jk and considering all partitions of these
subsets into j pieces, we are bound to discover (S1, . . ., Sj), which will give us a factor
(k + 1) approximation to the cost of F1, . . . , F. We make this algorithm precise and
prove that the algorithm achieves a k + 1 factor approximation.
Algorithm Easy-Approx
Input: P C Rd
Output: A set of j k-dimensional subspaces G1 ... Gj.
1. For each subset S of P of size jk.
(a) For each equipartition (Si ... Si) of S.
i. Let G1,..., Gj be the span of S1,.... S respectively.
ii. Compute the cost C({G 1,...,Gj}).
2. Report the subspaces G1 ... Gj of minimum cost.
Lemma 16. Algorithm Easy-A pprox outputs G1 ,. .. , Gj such that:
C({ G,.., Gj }) :! (k + 1)C({F1,.. F}
in time O(dnik).
Proof. Let S1,.. . , Sj be the set of k rows of P1, ... , P with approximation ratio k +1
promised by Theorem 12. The algorithm will enumerate S1,...., S in step la. The
cost of the subspaces G1,..., Gj is at most the cost of span(S 1),...,span(Sj), which
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we upper bound as:
C({span(S1),. .. , span(Sj)}) = min d(p, span(Si)) 2
pEP
< E d(p, span(Si))2
i pEPi
S(k + 1) d(p, Fi)2
i PEPi
=(k + )C({F1, . .. , F}).
The number of subsets of size jk is bounded by ni. The number of equipartitions into
j parts of a set of size jk is at most Iik, so the running time is bounded by O(dnrik). 0
4.4 Polynomial time approximation scheme
Getting a PTAS will be a bit more complicated than the factor k + 1 approximation
algorithm above, but the intuition remains the same - we do a "brute force search"
to find the small subsets in whose span lies an approximately optimal subspace for its
partition.
Theorem 13 from Chapter 3 states that there exists a subset Pi c Pi of size k +
k(k+ 1)/c in whose span lies an approximately optimal k-dimensional subspace W. We
can enumerate over all combinations of j subsets, each of size k + k(k + 1)/c to find the
P, but we cannot enumerate the infinitely many k-dimensional subspaces lying in the
span of Pi. One natural approach to solve this problem would be to put a finite grid
down in a unit ball in the span of Pi. The hope would be that there are k grid points
whose span G is "close" to Wi, since each basis vector for W is close to a grid point.
However, this will not work: Consider a point p very far from the origin. Although the
distance between a basis vector and a grid point might be small, the error induced by
projecting p onto a grid point is proportional to its distance to the origin, which could
be too large.
The problem described above suggests that a grid construction must be dependent
on the point set P. Our grid construction considers grid points in the span of P, but
instead of a uniform grid in a unit ball, we consider grid points at bounded distance
from each p E 7rspan(A)(Pi), i.e. the points in P projected to the span of P. This
construction avoids the problem of points far from the origin, since there are grid
points around each point. Note that we only put grid points around projected points.
This is because we seek a subspace "close" to W, which itself lies in the span of P; Wi
and any subspace lying in the span of i incur the same error for the component of a
point orthogonal to the span of P. In Lemma 17, we show that there exists a subspace
spanned by k points in our grid that is not much worse than W. The lemma is stated
for a general point set, but we apply it to the projected points in Theorem 18.
The algorithm is given below.
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Algorithm Cluster
Input: P C Rd, error parameter 0 < e < 1, and upper bound B on the optimal cost.
Output: A set of j k-dimensional subspaces F ... Fj.
1. Set 6= E =, R = V'(1+f )B + 26k.16 3k (+ :2) n
2. For each subset T of P of size j(k + 2k(k + 1)/):
(a) For each equipartition of (T ... T) of T into j parts:
i. For each i, construct a 6-net Di with radius R for the projection of P
to the span of Ti.
ii. For each way of choosing j subspaces F,... , F, where F is the span
of k points from Di, compute the cost C({F 1 ... Fj}).
3. Report the subspaces F ... F of minimum cost C({F 1 ... F}).
In Step 2(a)i, we construct a 6-net Di. A 6-net D with radius R for S is a set such
that for any point q for which d(q, p) < R, for some p E S, there exists a g E D such
that d(q, g) 6. The size of a 6-net is exponential in the dimension of S which is why
it is crucial that we construct the 6-net for P projected to the span of T. By doing
so, we reduce the dimension from d to O(k2/e). The correctness of the algorithm relies
crucially on the analysis of the 5-net.
4.5 Analysis of the s-net
Lemma 17. Let 6 > 0. Let P be a point set, with |P| = n and W be a subspace of
dimension k such that EPE d(p,W) 2 < a. Let D be a 6-net with radius V/& + 26k for
P. Then there exists a subspace F spanned by k points in D such that:
S d(p, F) 2 < E d(p, W) 2 + 4k 2n62 + 4k6 E d(p, W). (4.1)
pEP pEP pEP
Proof. (of Lemma 17.) We construct the subspace F in k steps. Let F = W. Induc-
tively, in step i, we choose a point pi and rotate F_1 so that it includes a grid point gi
around pi. The subspace resulting from the last rotation, Fk, is the subspace F with
the bound promised by the lemma. To prove that (4.1) holds, we prove the following
inequality for any point p E P going from F_1 to F
d(p, Fi) d(p, F_1) + 26. (4.2)
Summing over the k steps, squaring, and summing over n points, we have the desired
result.
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Let G, = {6}. Gi will be the span of the grid points {gi, g2, .. , gi-1}. We describe
how to construct the rotation Ri. Let pi E P maximize
|PrG- (7rFi_1 (Pi))I
and let gi E D minimize
d( AF,_-1(pi) g,9)-
The point pi is chosen as the furthest point from the origin in the subspace of F_1
orthogonal to Gi. The grid point gi is the point closest to pi in Fi-1. Consider the
plane Z defined by 7rG±(9i), FG(7rFi-1 (pi)), and 6. Let 9 be the angle between lrGi(gi)
and 7rGy (7rF, 1 (pi)). Let R, be the rotation in the plane Z by the angle 9, and define
Fj = RiFi_1. Set Gj± 1 = Gi + span{gi}. By choosing the rotation dependent on pi, we
ensure that no point moves more than pi. This allows us to prove 4.2 for all points p.
Now we prove inequality (4.2). We do so by proving the following inequality by
induction on i for any point p:
d(rF,_1 (p), RiTF_1(p)) < 26. (4-3)
Note that this proves (4.2) by applying the triangle inequality, since:
d( p, F ) d( p, Fi -1) + d( AF,_1 ( p), 7rF, (p))
Sd(p, Fi-1) + d(7rF,_1(p) , 17iTF,_1 (p)).
The base case of the inequality, i = 1, is trivial. Consider the inductive case; here, we
are bounding the distance between 1rF_1 (p) and Ri1rF 1 I(p). It suffices to bound the
distance between these two points in the subspace orthogonal to Gi, since the rotation
Ri is chosen orthogonal to Gi. That is,
d(7rF,_1 (p), RirFj_1(p)) < d(rG± (7rF, 1 p)), Rj1rG± (1rF.1 (p))).
Consider the distance between a point 7rGL (1F_- (p)) and its rotation , R1rG-L (7rF_ 1 (p)).
This distance is maximized when j|7G (2rFi_ 1 (p)) is maximized, so we have, by con-
struction, that the maximum value is achieved by pi:
d(1rG (7rF,1(p)), RjsrGr (7Fi 1 (p))) d(rG± (r Fi-1 (pi)), RjrG (rFi- 1(p))).
By the triangle inequality we have:
d(G- (7Fi -1 (Pi)) R, 7G- (7rFi -1 (Pi) < d( G- (rFi--1 (Pi)) 7rG- (i)
+d(7rG (i 0, R7xG- (7Fi- (1 Pi))-
To bound the first term, d(lrG (7Fi-, (pi)), 7G- (gi)), note that
d(?wG| (itFin ball of rd9i)) darF_1(pi), ip-
We show that 7rFi_-I(pi) is within a ball of radius R around pi; this implies
d(7F_1 (pi), gi) < (4.4)
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by construction of the 6-net around pi. We have:
i-2
d(pi, rF2 1 (pi)) d(p , Fo) + Zd(iF ,(pi), irF+1 (pi))
j=1
i-2
< f-+ Ed( F, (pi ), R j+1 rF (pi))
j=1
< + 26k = R.
The third line uses the induction hypothesis.
Now we bound the second term, d(7rG  ), Ri7rG± (7rF- 1 (pi))). Note that
Ri7rGI (7rF. 1 (pi))) is just a rescaling of 7rG± (gi) and that
IV'G{ (1rFi_{P (p)I = IIiXrG|(7rFi 1(p*))I
since rotation preserves norms. The bound on the first term implies that I lrG- (gi) 1
I10rG-(7rFi_(p*))H - 6, SO
d(7rG-L Si),RI g7rG-L(7rFi-1(Pi ))) < J. (4.5)
Combining (4.4) and (4.5), we have proved (4.3). E]
4.6 Correctness of the algorithm
With Lemma 17 in hand, we can prove the correctness of our algorithm. The Theorem
below proves that Algorithm Cluster finds a solution of cost at most (1 + e)B,
provided there is a solution of cost B, in time d (a)O(jk/E). To obtain a solution of cost
at most (1 + E) times the value of the optimal solution, we can just binary search over
B; as an initial choice of B, we can choose E"P I |p| 12 = I p12. In log B instantiations
of Algorithm Cluster, we will find a solution of cost at most (1 + c) times the value of
the optimal solution.
Theorem 18. Given n points in R d and parameters B and c, in time
n (n0(ik/E)
we can find a solution to the projective clustering problem which is of cost at most
(1 + e)B provided there is a solution of cost B.
Proof. Assume that the there is a solution of value at most B, and hence the optimal
solution has value at most B. Let V1, . . . , Vj be the optimal subspaces, and let P1 .. . , P
be the partition of P such that P is the subset of points closest to V. Theorem 13
from Chapter 3 implies that there exists Si g P of size at most k + 2k(k + 1)/E such
that there is a k-dimensional subspace Wi in the span of Si with
d(p, W ()2  +  d(p, 1i)2. (4.6)
PE P2 pEPi
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Consider 7rspan(Si)(Pi), the projection of P to span(Si). Apply Lemma 17 to rspan(si) (Pi)
and W with a = (1 + E/2)B and radius R and 6 as in the algorithm. Note that the
optimal solution is of value at most B, so we have that:
d(p, W)2 Zd(p, Wi)2 1+ B.
PE rspan(Si)(Pi) pP 2
Let F be the subspace spanned by k points from the 6-net Di for 7rspan(Si)(P) promised
by Lemma 17. For every i, we have that:
d(p, F) 2  z d(pWi)2+ -B. (4.7)
PE7span(Si)(Pi) PE7rspan(Si)(Pi)
Now, for any point p E P, we can decompose the squared distance from p to F as
follows:
d(p, Fi)2 = d(lspan(Si)(P), Fi)2 + d(lrspan(Si)± (P), Fi)2.
The same decomposition can be done for d(p, Wi) 2 . Now, since F and W both lie
in the span of Si, we have the following for any point p E P: d(7rspan(s) (p), Fi) 2
d(7fspan(Si)I(P), W,)2 . Applying this to (4.7) and (4.6), we have:
d(p, F)2  ( 1 + d(p, vi)2 + B.
pEPi2 p Pi 2
Let S = UiSi. The algorithm will enumerate S in Step 2a, and it will enumerate the
partition (Si ... S) in Step 2a. In Step 2(a)i, the algorithm will, for each i, construct a
6-net Di for span(Si)(P). Lastly, in Step 2(a)ii it will consider the subspaces F1,. . . , F
whose existence is proven above. The cost associated with this solution is:
C({F1,. ... , F}) < d(p, Ii) + 2+ d(p, i4)2 +2 B = (I + c)B.
i=1 pEP i=1 pePi
The number of subsets of size k+2k(k+ 1)/E enumerated by the algorithm is at most
(2(k+1)2/f)Y. A 6-net D with radius R for a point set Q of dimension d is implemented
by putting a box with side length 2R of grid width 6/vHd around each point in Q. Let
X be the set of grid points in the box around a point p. The number of subspaces in
each 6-net Di is therefore at most (nX I, so the number of j subspaces that one can
choose for a partition (T ... T) is (nIX )ik. The computation of projecting points,
finding a basis, and determining the cost of a candidate family of subspaces takes time
O(ndjk). The cardinality of X is (for E < 1):
2R 2(k+1) 2 /f 2(k+1)
2 /f)X|= (O(k -))1 I 6 / y2 (k + 1)2/ 6 - ) (e
Therefore, the running time of the algorithm is at most O(ndjk) n2i(k+1) 2 /f (iX)jk -
d (n)O(jk/.) El
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4.7 Notes
In this chapter, we used Theorem 13 from Chapter 3 to prove the correctness and
bound the running time of Algorithm Cluster. This theorem promises the existence
of a (1 + E) optimal subspace lying in the span of O(k 2 /) rows. When applied in
the analysis of Algorithm Cluster, the number of rows, O(k2 /6) contribute to the
exponent of the running time. Thus, an improved theorem that promises the existence
of a (1 + E) optimal subspace in the span of fewer rows would reduce the exponent of
the running time. Deshpande and Vempala [DV06] have proved that O(k/E + k log k)
rows suffice. Applying their result to Algorithm Cluster improves the running time
from d (n)(ik 3 /E) to d (n)Q(jk(k/+klogk))
4.8 Further questions
Consider the subspace that is the sum of the optimal subspaces for a point set. The
dimension of this subspace is jk. Is this subspace a subset of the best rank 1 subspace
for the entire point set, for 1 jk? If so, this would suggest another algorithm for
projective clustering: first compute the best rank 1 subspace for the entire point set,
form a 6-net in this subspace, and then do exhaustive search as in Algorithm Cluster.
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Chapter 5
Divide-and-Merge methodology for
Clustering
5.1 Introduction
In practice, the most commonly used clustering algorithms are either partitional al-
gorithms such as k-means or hierarchical clustering algorithms. Both methods have
their drawbacks, some of which were highlighted in the previous chapter on projective
clustering. These algorithms are widely used in spite of their drawbacks because they
are conceptually simple and easy to implement. In this chapter, we present a divide-
and-merge methodology for clustering which is also easy to implement, but does not
suffer from some of the drawbacks of k-means and hierarchical clustering.
5.1.1 Background and Motivation
The rapidly increasing volume of readily accessible data presents a challenge for com-
puter scientists: find methods that can locate relevant information and organize it
in an intelligible way. Clustering, the process of classifying a set of data objects
into groups so that each group consists of similar objects and objects from differ-
ent groups are dissimilar, has been proposed as such a method in a variety of con-
texts ([CKPT92, VR79, SKKOO, LA99, Dhi0l]). We mention a few of those applica-
tions. Document clustering can help generate a hierarchical taxonomy efficiently (e.g.
[Bol98, ZK02]) as well as organize the results of a web search (e.g. [ZEMK97, WFO0]).
Clustering has also been used to learn or fit mixture models to data sets [Hof99] and
for image segmentation [TG97].
Partitioning algorithms take as input a data set and a parameter k and output a
partition of the data set into k pieces. Perhaps the most well-known and well-used
partitioning algorithm is k-means. The k-means algorithm is an iterative algorithm.
In the course of the algorithm, we maintain the current partition {P 1,... , Pk} and the
centroids ci of each P. Each iteration proceeds as follows:
1. Repartition by setting P to be the set of points closest to ci.
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2. Set ci to be the centroid of P.
Termination occurs when we reach a fixed point, i.e. when repartitioning results in the
same partition. As stated, the k-means algorithm is ill-specified, since the algorithm
requires a set of centroids to begin the first iteration. Typically, the set of initial
centroids is chosen randomly. Note that each iteration of k-means can be implemented
in O(kn) time.
Hierarchical clustering algorithms construct a tree in which each node represents a
subset of the data set and the children of a node form a partition of the subset associated
with that node. Any hierarchical clustering algorithm can be described as either top-
down or bottom-up. A top-down algorithm proceeds by recursively partitioning a
subset into two pieces and terminates when a subset consists of only one element.
Bottom-up algorithms, also known as hierarchical agglomerative clustering, proceed
by merging clusters together. At the beginning of the algorithm, each data object is
a cluster and the algorithm terminates when it forms a cluster containing all elements
of the data set. Hierarchical agglomerative clustering is used more often in practice.
It is conceptually simpler, since a top-down algorithm requires some subroutine to
recursively cut a subset into two pieces. Although algorithms are known for this task
[Bol98], they can be difficult to implement. On the other hand, there are several simple,
well-known methods to merge clusters. Each of these methods define a similarity
measure between two clusters and merge the two most similar clusters. The most
commonly used similarity measures between two clusters are:
" Single-linkage: the similarity between two clusters is the similarity between their
most similar elements.
* Complete-linkage: the similarity between two clusters is the similarity between
their most dissimilar elements.
" Average-linkage: the similarity between two clusters is the average of the simi-
larities between their elements.
It is easy to see that successive merging defines a tree.
There are drawbacks to both partitional and hierarchical clustering. We can prove
little for partitional algorithms such as k-means - there are no good bounds on its
running time, nor are there guarantees about the quality of the solution. We are only
ensured that k-means converges to a local optimum. In practice, a more pertinent
problem is that partitioning algorithms require k, the number of clusters, as input.
The true number of clusters in a data set is rarely known ahead of time, and running
a partitioning algorithm for all values of k may be impractical. Although hierarchical
clustering algorithms do not have this problem and allow a view of the data set at
varying levels of specificity, they suffer from other drawbacks. For some measures of
clustering quality, single-linkage and complete-linkage hierarchical clustering produces
clusterings that are unboundedly worse than the best clustering [Das05]. For n objects,
the running times for single-linkage and complete-linkage hierarchical clustering are
Q(n 2 ), which can be impractical. Another difficulty that arises in practice is that a
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Figure 5-1: The Divide-and-Merge methodology
partition of the data set is often still desired. Heuristics are known for this task (for
instance, cutting the tree at a particular height) but they are not known to find the
"best" clustering in the tree.
5.1.2 Our work
In this chapter, we develop a divide-and-merge methodology for clustering. We com-
bine top-down and bottom-up techniques for hierarchical clustering to create both a
hierarchy and a flat clustering. The methodology consist of two phases - the divide
phase and the merge phase. For the divide phase, we can apply any divisive algorithm
to form a tree T whose leaves are the objects. The merge phase follows and we start
with each leaf of T in its own cluster and merge clusters going up the tree. The final
clusters form a partition of the data set and are tree-respecting clusters (i.e. subtrees
rooted at some node of T). For many natural objective functions, the merge phase
can be executed optimally, producing the best tree-respecting clustering. Figure 5.1.2
shows a depiction of the methodology. We describe the methodology in more detail in
Section 5.2.
For the divide phase we suggest using the theoretical spectral algorithm studied in
[KVV04]. In Section 5.2.1, we give an implementation of this spectral algorithm when
the input to the algorithm is a sparse object-feature matrix, and the pairwise similarity
function between objects is the inner product. Our implementation runs linear in the
number of non-zeros in the object-feature matrix. Note that blindly applying the
spectral algorithm from [KVV04] would destroy any sparsity in the data.
The class of functions for which the merge phase can find an optimal tree-respecting
clustering include standard objectives such as k-means [HW79], min-diameter [CFM04],
and min-sum [SG76]. It also includes correlation clustering, a formulation of cluster-
ing that has seen recent interest [BBC04, CGW03, DI03, EF03, Swa04]. Each of the
corresponding optimization problems is NP-hard. Although approximation algorithms
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exist for these problems, many of them have impractical running times. Our method-
ology can be seen as an efficient alternative. We describe how the merge phase can use
dynamic program to compute the optimal tree-respecting clustering for these objective
functions in Section 5.2.2.
We conducted a thorough experimental evaluation for the methodology. In Section
5.3, we describe EigenCluster [CKVW], a meta web-search engine that clusters the
results of a query to a standard web search engine. EigenCluster consistently finds the
natural clustering for queries that exhibit polysemy. For example, for the query monte
carlo, EigenCluster finds clusters pertaining to the car model, the city in Monaco,
and the simulation technique.
We apply the methodology to clustering real-world data sets: text, gene expression,
and categorical data. In Section 5.4.2, we describe the results of a suite of experiments
that test the effectiveness of the spectral algorithm as a procedure for the divide phase.
For these data sets, the right clustering is known in advance, so we compare the best
clustering in the tree built by the spectral algorithm to the right clustering. The
results show that the spectral algorithm performs better than or as well as several
leading hierarchical clustering algorithms.
The results from Section 5.4.2 show that a good flat clustering exists in the tree
created by the divide phase. In Section 5.4.3, we give experimental results on the ability
of the merge phase to actually find this clustering that exists in the tree. We explore
how some natural objective functions (k-means, min-sum, min-diameter) perform in
practice on real-world data, and compare two flat clusterings: the one found by the
objective function in the merge phase and the best clustering that exists in the tree.
The clustering found by the merge phase is only slightly worse than the best possible
flat clustering in the tree.
In Section 5.5 we describe the application of our divide-and-merge methodology to
the problem of predicting health care costs. Roughly speaking, the task is to predict
a patient's health care costs in period 2 from insurance claims data in period 1. The
insurance claims data consists of both medical information (pharmacy history, diag-
noses, and procedures for a patient in period 1) as well as cost information (monthly
bills) for each patient in period 1. To be more precise, we are given a learning set
of patients for whom the period 2 costs are known, and wish to predict the period 2
costs for a test set of patients for whom we have insurance claims data from period
1. This learning/test prediction task is especially well-suited for the weight learning
algorithm we described in Chapter 5 - we describe the application of learning weights
to this task. The results of a prediction experiment show that our methodology works
especially well on high-cost and high-risk patients. Another benefit of our methodology
is that it provides medical intuition for some of the predictions it makes.
5.2 Divide-and-Merge methodology
As mentioned in the introduction, there are two phases in our approach. The divide
phase produces a hierarchy and can be implemented using any algorithm that partitions
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a set into two disjoint subsets. The input to this phase is a set of objects whose
pairwise similarities or distances are given (or can be easily computed from the objects
themselves). The algorithm recursively partitions a cluster into two smaller sets until
it arrives at singletons. The output of this phase is a tree whose leaves are the objects
themselves; each internal node represents a subset of the objects, namely the leaves in
the subtree below it. Divisive algorithms that can be applied in the divide phase are
known for a variety of data representations such as graphs [Dhi0l] and high-dimensional
vectors [Bol98I. In Section 5.2.1, we suggest a spectral algorithm analyzed in [KVV04]
for the divide phase. We describe an implementation that maintains sparsity of the
data when the objects are represented as feature vectors and the similarity between
the objects is the inner product between the corresponding vectors.
The merge phase is applied to the tree T produced by the divide phase. The
output of the merge phase is a partition Ci,... , Ck of the set of objects and each
Ci is a node of T. The merge phase uses a dynamic program to find the optimal
tree-respecting clustering for a given objective function g. The optimal solutions are
computed bottom-up on T; to compute the optimal solution for any interior node C,
we merge the optimal solutions for C, and Cr, the children of C. The optimal solution
for any node need not be just a clustering; an optimal solution can be parameterized
in a number of ways. Indeed, we can view computing the optimal solution for an
interior node as computing a Pareto curve. A value on the curve at a particular point
is the optimal solution with the parameters described by the point. A specific objective
function g can be efficiently optimized on T if the Pareto curve for a cluster can be
efficiently computed from the Pareto curves of its children. The Pareto curve of the
root node gives the tradeoff between the parameters and the value of the objective
function' The choice of objective function is up to the user and can be tailored to the
specific application area. In Section 5.2.2, we describe dynamic programs to compute
optimal tree-respecting clusterings for several well-known objective functions: k-means,
min-diameter, min-sum, and correlation clustering.
5.2.1 A spectral algorithm for the divide phase
In this section, we give an implementation of the spectral algorithm described and an-
alyzed in [KVV04]. There, the algorithm takes as input a similarity matrix encoding
the similarity between objects and outputs a hierarchical clustering tree. Our imple-
mentation deals with the common case where the objects are given as feature vectors,
and the similarity between the objects is defined to be the inner product of their fea-
ture vectors. Together, the objects form a sparse document-term matrix A E Rn"m
where the rows are the objects and the columns are the features. When A is sparse
and n large, it is impractical to apply the spectral algorithm in [KVV04] as a black
box, because explicitly computing the similarity matrix (through computing the inner
products) takes n2 space, which can be much larger than the number of non-zeros M
'For instance, the tradeoff might be between the number of clusters used and the amount of error
incurred - an example will be given for k-means in Section 5.2.2.
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Algorithm RecursiveSpectral
Input: An n x m matrix A.
Output: A tree with the rows of A as leaves.
1. Let p E R' be a vector of the row sums of AAT, and 7r = ( y p.
2. Let R, D be diagonal matrices with Rii = pi, Dii = "i.
3. Compute the second largest eigenvector v' of Q = DR-AATD-l.
4. Let v = D-', and sort v so that vi <; vi+.
5. Find t such that the cut
(SIT) = ({1,7..., t},{It + 1,..., n})
minimizes the conductance:
(S T) = '(ST)
' min(c(S), c(T))
where c(S, T) = EiES JET A(i) - A(j), and c(S) = C(S, {1 . . . , n}).
6. Let As, AT be the submatrices of A. Recurse (Steps 1-5) on As and AT.
Table 5.1: Divide phase
in the document-term matrix and thus infeasible to store. The implementation we
describe in this section takes as input the document-term matrix A and produces a
hierarchical clustering tree with the same guarantees as the algorithm from [KVV04].
The key benefit of our implementation is that it uses space linear in M and has a
near-linear running time in M.
The algorithm constructs a hierarchical clustering of the objects by recursively
dividing a cluster C into two pieces through a cut (S, C \ S). To find the cut, we
compute v, an approximation of the second eigenvector of the similarity matrix AAT,
normalized so that all row sums are 1. The ordering of the coordinates of v gives a set
of n -i cuts, and we take the "best" cut2 . The algorithm then recurses on the subparts.
To compute the approximation of the second eigenvector, we use the power method, a
technique for which it is not necessary to explicitly compute the normalized similarity
matrix AAT. We describe this in more detail in Section 5.2.1. The algorithm is given
in Table 5.1. We denote the ith object, a row vector in A, by A(i). The similarity of
two objects is defined as the inner product of their term vectors: A(i) -A(j).
In Step 5 of the algorithm, we consider n - 1 different cuts and use the cut with
2We describe what the "best" cut is in the next paragraph
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Figure 5-2: Minimum conductance cut vs. minimum cut
the smallest conductance. Why should we think that the best cut is a cut of small
conductance? Why not just use the minimum cut, i.e. the cut with the minimum
weight across it? In figure 5.2.1, the nodes are the objects, and the edges mean that
two objects are very similar. Although both cut C1 and C2 have the same number
of edges crossing the cut, it is clear that C1 is a better cut because C1 partitions the
set into two subsets of equal size, both of which have high weight. The measure of
conductance formalizes this intuition by normalizing a cut by the smaller weight of
the partition it induces. More intuition for why conductance is a good measure for
clustering can be found in [KVV04].
The cut (S, T) we find using the second eigenvector in Step 5 is not the cut of
minimum conductance as finding such a cut is NP-hard. However, the conductance
of (S, T) is not much worse than the minimum conductance cut. Sinclair and Jerrum
showed that #(S, T) < V2 -#0opT [SJ89, KVV04}.
For a document-term matrix with n objects and M nonzeros, Steps 1-5 take
0(M log n) time. Theoretically, the worst-case time for the spectral algorithm to com-
pute a complete hierarchical clustering of the rows of A is O(Mn log n). This worst-case
time occurs if each cut the spectral algorithm makes only separates one object from
the rest of the objects. Experiments, however, show that the algorithm performs much
better (see Section 5.2.1). Indeed, if the spectral algorithm always makes balanced
cuts, then the running time for creating a hierarchical clustering is O(M log2 n). We
discuss this in more detail in Section 5.2.1.
Any vector or matrix that the algorithm uses is stored using standard data struc-
tures for sparse representation. The main difficulty is to ensure that the similarity
matrix AAT is not explicitly computed or else we would lose sparsity and our running
time could grow to m2 , where m is the number of terms. In the next section, we briefly
describe how to avoid computing AAT in Steps 1 and 3. We also describe how to
efficiently compute the n - 1 conductances in Step 5. By avoiding the computation of
AAT, the algorithm runs in space O(M).
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Details of the spectral algorithm
Step 1: Computing row sums. Observe that
n n M M n
A = E AZj) -A(j) = E E AikAik = EAik E Akl.
j=1 j=1 k=1 k=1 j=1
Because En"1 Aik does not depend on i, we can compute u = En A(j) so we have
that pi = A(j) - u. The total running time is O(M) and the additional space required
is 0(n + n).
Step 3: Computing the eigenvector. The algorithm described in [KVV04] uses
the second largest eigenvector of B = RlAAT, the normalized similarity matrix, to
compute a good cut. To compute this vector efficiently, we compute the second largest
eigenvector v of the matrix Q = DBD-1 . The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Q and
B are related - if v is such that By = Av, then Q(Dv) = ADv.
The key property of Q is that it is a symmetric matrix. It is easy to see this from
the fact that D2B = BTD2 and D is a diagonal matrix (so DT = D):
D2B = BT D2  _=> D D 2B = D-BT D 2 => D 1 D 2BD-1 = D-BT D2 D-1
SQ = QT .
Since Q is symmetric, we can compute the second largest eigenvector of Q using the
power method, an iterative algorithm whose main computation is a matrix-vector mul-
tiplication.
Power Method
1. Let v G R' be a random vector orthogonal to 7rTD-1.
2. Repeat
(a) Normalize v, i.e. set v = v/||v|.
(b) Set v = Qv.
Step 1 ensures that the vector we compute is the second largest eigenvector. Note
that wrTDIQ = rTD-1, so irD- 1 is a left eigenvector with eigenvalue 1. To evaluate
Qv in Step 2, we only need to do four sparse matrix-vector multiplications (v := D-1v,
followed by v := ATV, V:= Av, and v:= DR-1 v) since Q = (DR- 1AA T D- 1), and each
of these matrices is sparse. Therefore, the space used is O(M), linear in the number of
nonzeros in the document-term matrix A.
The following lemma shows that the power method takes 0(log n) iterations to
converge to the top eigenvector. Although stated for the top eigenvector, the lemma and
theorem still hold when the starting vector is chosen uniformly over vectors orthogonal
to the top eigenvector rTD-1: In this case, the power method will converge to the
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second largest eigenvector (since the second eigenvector is orthogonal to the first). The
analysis of the power method is standard and classical (see e.g., [GL96]). Our analysis
differs in two respects. First, while the classical analysis assumes that IA1 > IA2 1, we
do not need the assumption because if A, = A2 , the cut we find partitions the graph
into two pieces with no edges crossing the cut. Second, while the classical analysis
states convergence in terms of the size of the projection of the starting vector on the
first eigenvector, our analysis quantifies how large this is for a random vector.
Lemma 19. Let A G R'In be a symmetric matrix, and let v E Rn be chosen uniformly
at random from the unit n-dimensional sphere. Then for any positive integer k, the
following holds with probability at least 1 - 6:
|| Ak+1hI||  k+I I > n ln 2 ||A ||12.
Proof. Since A is symmetric, we can write
n
A = A ui,
i=1
where the Ai 's are the eigenvalues of A arranged in the order IA11 > A21 ... JAnI
and the ui are the corresponding eigenvectors. Note that, by definition, A, = I|Al 12-
Express v in this basis as v ajui , where E> a? = 1. Since, v is uniformly
random over the unit-dimensional sphere, we have that with probability at least 1 - 6,
a2 > 1/(n ln(1/6)). It is easy to see that, in expectation, a2 = I/n - this follows
from the symmetry of the sphere. The tail bound follows from the fact that the
distribution of the projection of a point from the sphere to a line generally behaves
like a Gaussian random variable. Then, using H6lder's inequality (which says that
for any p, q > 0 satisfying (1/p) + (1/q) = 1 and any a, b E R", we have E> aibi <
(E IaiJP) 1/ (EZ Jbi lq)l/), we have
IIA kVI1 2  Ce ZQA 2k < (ZcA k±2)k/(kl)
where the last inequality holds using H6lder with p = 1 + (1/k) q = k + 1 ai =
Ak/(k+1)Ak bi = a /(k+1). Note that IAk+1vhI = Ei a A2k+ 2 . Combining this with
the previous inequality we have:
||Ak+1V aA2k+2  1/(k+1) 1/(k+1)
||AkvI| - (Ze 2k+2)k/(k+l) - - (
As concluded above, with probability 1 - 6, ai ;> 1/(n ln(1/6)). This gives us the
desired result.
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The following corollary quantifies the number of steps to run the power method to
find a good approximation.
Corollary 20. If k > I ln(nln(!)), then we have:
1IAk+II > (1 -
IAkVI-
Step 5: Computing conductance of n -1 cuts. We choose the cut C of the n -1
cuts ({1, . . . , t}, {t + 1,... , n}) which has the smallest conductance. Recall that
% 1  E n j 1  A (k) - A (j)
of({1, . . , j i + 1, . . j . ,k } ==
min( Z'. 1 Pk, =+ 1 Pk)
Let the numerator of this expression be ui, and the denominator be i.
We can compute ui from uj_1 as follows. Let xi = A(,) + - + A(j) and y, =
A(i±1) + - + A(n). Then u1 = xi -yi, and
U= (xi- 1 + Ai(j))- (Yi-i - A(i)) = Ui- - Xi_1 " A(i) + yi-i - A(i) + A() - A(i)-
The denominator, 1i can be computed in a similar fashion. Since we only require one
pass through A to compute the values of these n - 1 cuts, the time and space used is
O(M).
Time and space requirements
In practice, the spectral algorithm does not run in the worst-case O(Mn log n) time.
If each cut made by the algorithm is balanced, then the spectral algorithm runs in
O(M log 2 n) time. By a balanced cut, we mean that both the number of nonzeros
and number of rows on the larger side of the cut are at most a constant fraction (e.g.
2/3) of the total number of nonzeros and rows, respectively. If each cut is balanced,
we can bound the running time as follows (recall that Steps 1-5 of the algorithm take
0(M log n) time:
logn
EMlog n < (Mlog2 ).
i=O
On real world data, the algorithm seems to run in time O(M log 5 n). Figures 5-3(a)
and 5-3(b) show the results of a performance experiment. In this experiment, we
computed a complete hierarchical clustering for N newsgroup articles, where N ranged
from 200 to 18,000, in the 20 newsgroups data set [Lan] and measured the running
time and memory used. When we clustered 18, 000 documents (for a total of 1.2
million nonzeros in the document-term matrix), we were able to compute a complete
hierarchical clustering in 4.5 minutes on commodity hardware (a 3.2 Ghz Pentium IV
with 1 gigabyte of RAM). Note that the space used is linear in the size of the input.
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Figure 5-3: Performance of spectral algorithm in experiments
In some applications, knowledge about the data set can be used to to halt the
spectral algorithm before a complete tree is constructed which saves time. For instance,
if the number of clusters k desired is small, the recursive step does not be applied after
depth k, since all k-clusterings in the tree use nodes above depth k - if we use a node
t at depth k + 1, then we know that no node is used along the path from t to the root.
Since each node along this path has two children, and each leaf node must be covered
by an interior node, there are at least k + 1 other nodes that need to be covered by
distinct clusters, which contradicts the use of only k clusters.
5.2.2 Merge phase
The merge phase finds an optimal clustering in the tree produced by the divide phase.
Recall that the tree produced by the divide phase has two properties: (1) each node
in the tree is a subset of the objects and (2) the left and right children of a node form
a partition of the parent subset. A clustering in the tree is thus a subset S of nodes
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in the tree such that each leaf node is "covered", i.e. the path from the leaf to root
encounters exactly one node in S.
In this section, we give dynamic programs to compute the optimal clustering in the
tree for many standard objective functions. For instance, if we are trying to maximize
the objective function g, the dynamic program will find a clustering COPT-TREE in the
tree such that g(COPT-TREE) > g(C), for any clustering C in the tree. Note that the
best clustering in the tree may not be the best possible clustering. Indeed, the best
possible clustering may not respect the tree. However, in practice, we have found that
good clusterings do exist in the tree created by the spectral algorithm and that the
merge phase, with appropriate objective functions, finds these clusterings.
In general, the running time of the merge phase depends on both the number of
times we must compute the objective function and the evaluation time of the objective
function itself. Suppose at each interior node we compute a Pareto curve of k points
from the Pareto curves of the node's children. Let c be the cost of evaluating the
objective function. Then the total running time is O(nk2 + nkc): linear in n and c,
with a small polynomial dependence on k.
k-means: The k-means objective function seeks to find a k-clustering such that the
sum of the squared distances of the points in each cluster to the centroid pi of the
cluster is minimized:
g({C1,... , Ck}) = d(u, pi)2 .
i %ECi
The centroid of a cluster is just the average of the points in the cluster. This problem
is NP-hard and several heuristics (such as the k-means algorithm) and approximation
algorithms exist (e.g. [HW79, KSSO4]). Let OPT-TREE(C, i) be the optimal tree-
respecting clustering for C using i clusters. Let C, and Cr be the left and right children
of C in T. Then we have the following recurrence:
OPT-TREE(C, 1) = {C}
since we are constrained to only use 1 cluster. When i > 1, we have:
OPT-TREE(C, i) = OPT-TREE(C, j) U OPT-TREE(Cr, i - j)
where
j = argminl< g(OPT-TREE(C,j) U OPT-TREE(Cr, - j)).
By computing the optimal clustering for the leaf nodes first, we can determine the
optimal clustering efficiently for any interior node. Then OPT-TREE(root, k) gives the
optimal clustering. Note that in the process of finding the optimal clustering the dy-
namic program finds the Pareto curve OPT-TREE(root, -) which describes the tradeoff
between the number of clusters used and the "error" incurred.
Min-diameter: We wish to find a k-clustering for which the cluster with maximum
diameter is minimized:
g({C 1,... , Ck}) = maxdiam(Ci).
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The diameter of any cluster is the maximum distance between any pair of objects in
the cluster. A similar dynamic program to the one given above can find the optimal
tree-respecting clustering. This objective function has been investigated in [CFM04].
Min-sum: Another objective considered in the literature is minimizing the sum of
pairwise distances within each cluster:
k
g({ C,.., Ck }) = :1 d(u, v).
i=1 u,vECi
We can compute an optimal tree-respecting clustering in the tree T by a similar dy-
namic program to the one above. Although approximation algorithms are known for
this problem as well as the problem above, their running times seem too large to be
useful in practice [dlVKKR03b].
Correlation clustering: Suppose we are given a graph where each pair of vertices
is either deemed similar (red) or not (blue). Let R and B be the set of red and blue
edges, respectively. Correlation clustering seeks to find a partition that maximizes the
number of agreements between a clustering and the edges - i.e. maximizing the number
of red edges within clusters plus the number of blue edges between clusters: between
clusters:
g({C1 . .. Ck}) = E |{(u,v)ERlCi}|+ |I{(u,v)EB:uECi,vEU\Ci}|.
Let C be a cluster in the tree T, and let C, and C, be its two children. The dynamic
programming recurrence for OPT-TREE(C) is:
OPT-TREE(C) = argmax {g(C), g(OPT-TREE(CQ) U OPT-TREE(C,)).
If, instead, we were given pairwise similarities in [0, 1], where 0 means dissimilar and
1 means similar, we can define two thresholds t, and t2 . Edges with similarity greater
than t, are colored red and edges with similarity less than t2 are colored blue. The
same objective function can be applied to these new sets of edges R(t,) and B(t,).
Approximation algorithms have been given for this problem as well, although the tech-
niques used (linear and semidefinite programming) incur large computational overhead
[BBC04, CGW03, D103, EF03, Swa04].
5.3 Application to structuring web searches: Eigen-
Cluster
In a standard web search engine such as Google or Yahoo, the results for a given query
are ranked in a linear order. Although suitable for some queries, the linear order fails to
show the inherent clustered structure of the results for queries with multiple meanings.
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For instance, consider the query mickey. The query can refer to multiple people
(Mickey Rooney and Mickey Mantle) or even a fictional character (Mickey Mouse).
We have implemented our methodology in a meta-search engine' that discovers the
clustered structure for queries and identifies each cluster by its three most significant
terms. The user inputs a query which is then used to find 400 results from Google, a
standard search engine. Each result contains the title of the webpage, its location, and
a small snippet from the text of the webpage. We construct a document-term matrix
representation of the results; each result is a document and the words in its title and
snippet make up its terms. Standard text pre-processing such as TF/IDF, removal of
stopwords, and removal of too frequent or infrequent terms is applied. The similarity
between two results is the inner product between their two term vectors.
The divide phase was implemented using our spectral algorithm. For the merge
phase, we used the following objective function, which we refer to as relaxed correlation
clustering:
( a1 - A(u) -A(v) + ( A(u) - A(v)).
\ a,VECi / UEcc,4fc
We assume here that each row A(u) is normalized to have Euclidean length 1; this
is a standard preprocessing step that ensures that the maximum similarity between
any pair of rows is 1. In EigenCluster, we use a = .2, and / = .8. The first term,
a EU,vECi (1 - A(u) * A(v)) measures the dissimilarity within a cluster, i.e. how "far" a
cluster is from a set in which every pair is as similar as possible (for all u, v, A(u) " A(v) =
1). The first term is a relaxed notion of the blue edges within a cluster from correlation
clustering. The second term, / EuEC,,voC A(u) -A() measures the amount of similarity
the clustering fails to capture, since it occurs across clusters. Similarly, the second term
is a relaxed notion of the red edges outside clusters. The benefit of using the relaxed
correlation clustering objective function is that it does not depend on a predefined
number of clusters k. This objective function is appropriate for our application, since
the number of meanings or contexts of a query could not possibly be known beforehand.
We have seen in practice that the objective function does a good job of picking out the
large and interesting subsets of the data while putting unrelated results each in their
own cluster.
Sample queries can be seen in Figures 5-5(a) and 5-5(c); in each example, Eigen-
Cluster identifies the multiple meanings of the query as well as keywords corresponding
to those meanings. Furthermore, many results are correctly labeled as singletons. Fig-
ures 5-5(a) and 5-5(c) show screenshots of EigenCluster and Figures 5-5(b) and 5-5(d)
are before and after depictions of the similarity matrix. The (i, j)th entry of the matrix
represents the similarity between results i and j - the darker the pixel, the more similar
i and j are. In the before picture, the results are arranged in the order received from
Google. In the after picture, the results are arranged according to the cuts made by
the spectral algorithm. The cluster structure is apparent. EigenCluster takes approx-
3 The website is located at http: //eigencluster. csail.mit. edu.
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imately 0.7 seconds to fetch and cluster results on a Pentium III 700 megahertz with
512 megabytes of RAM.
5.4 Comparative experiments on standard data sets
In this section, we conduct a thorough experimental evaluation of the divide-and-
merge methodology. We work with real-world data sets (text, gene expression, and
categorical data) for which a labeling of data objects is known. In Section 5.4.2, we
apply the spectral algorithm as a divide phase to the data. The results show that the
tree the spectral algorithm constructs is good as there exists a clustering within the
tree that "agrees" with the true clustering.
The results compare favorably to results obtained from leading hierarchical and
flat clustering algorithms. In Section 5.4.3, we proceed to evaluate experimentally the
merge phase. We evaluate how each of the objective functions k-means, min-sum, and
min-diameter behave on the tree constructed by the spectral algorithm. We find that
the merge phase can indeed find a good clustering that is only slightly worse than the
best clustering that exists in the tree.
The next section describes how we compare a clustering (either hierarchical or flat)
to the right clustering.
5.4.1 Comparative measures
For a data set let the true classification be C1,..., Ck. We refer to each Ci as a class.
Let C1,... , C be subsets of the universe U = Ui C. Note that C1,. . . , C may have
a non-empty intersection (for instance, when each C1 is the set of leaves underneath a
node of a hierarchical clustering. We will note when C1,..., C, is considered to be a
partition of U.
F-measure: For each class Ci, the F-measure of that class is:
F(i) = max 2PjRjj=1 P + Rj
where:
|Ci n Cj| Rj=|Ci n Cj I
P is referred to as precision and Rj is referred to as recall. The F-measure of the
clustering is defined as:
F(i) 10.
The F-measure score is in the range [0, 1] and a higher F-measure score implies a
better clustering. Note that the F-measure does not assume that Ci,..., C, is a par-
tition of U; indeed, it is often used to compare a hierarchical clustering to a right
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(c) Query: mickey (d) Before/after: mickey
Figure 5-5: Example EigenCluster searches
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'EienCuster iie.
5 clusters and 294 additional results found in 1.290 seconds.
Explore a cluster or click on a keyword to refine your search.
coffee Make Your Own Coffee Pods (lNeedCoffee.com) [http:.wrww.ineed offee.com04' ..]
roast Make Your Own Coffee Pods. sure everything fits together. The better they fit.
senseo Coffee pods are about to invade the US I... [http.iswww.spirgwise.coros ..]
(2 pates) Coffee pods are about to Invade the US. So who's next? New niche companies
espresso Easier Espresso with Pods [hiip:cOeninn.a i.comAbrn 1..]
coffee Espresso Pods. Pods are the newest thing in espresso making. Check them outI
illy WhatAre Pods? [ftp::; eeteaobout.co '
(25 pages) Espresso Pod. Email to a friendPrint this page. Related Resources. Espresso
seeds Magnolia Seed Pods [http;:eromte~att.ne/-SpanisMoss I
magnolia Magnolia Seed Pods are Magnificenti Magnolia Seed Pods can be used to decorate
poppy How to Make Christmas Ornaments From Magnolia... [http: wV ow.co]rn;(24 pa-ges) They drop their handsome seed pods just In time to make unusual Christmas
sigrnod PODS [htt :.inoratik.uni-ioier.de'..]
conference Symposium on Principles of Database Systems (PODS). ACM Digital Library: PODS
acm 21. PODS 2002: Madison, Wisconsin USA [http:/ www.informatik uni-toer.de ]
(24 panest 21. PODS 2002: Madison, Wisconsin, USA. Lucian Pops (Ed.): Proceedings of the
pea Cook's Thesaurus: Edible Pods [ttps/www.fodsubs.corwPods.htmi]
recipe home legumes nuts edible pods. Edible Pods. Chinese pea pod. Chinese pea.
stir Pods - A poem by Carl Sandbura - American... [http: .amenran poems c mpoe sr.
(14 pagesL Cart Sandburg - Pods. PEA pods cling to stems. Neponset. the viliage, Clings to
PODS [httP::-w.;; Ipsusa.como]
PODS portable moving and storage, on-site storage containers, mini-storage and
'EtenC(uster
4 clusters and 233 additional results fou
Explore a cluster or click on a keyword
mouse The Main Mouse is
disney MtCKEY MOUSE, Wait
wait Hidden Mickeys of
(138 pages) Hidden Mickeys of Dish
mantle rMDb name search
foundation Search Web. Mickey R
division Tribute to Mickey M
(20 pages With this web page, I hi
hart welcome [http:;4www.
discography www.mickeyhart.net/ - 3
dead Drummerworld: Mic
(14 paesi Mickey Hart Mickey Ha
rooney The Official Web Si
star walk! Now you can brin
show The Mickey Roone
(13 pages) Mickey Rooney Resour
CNN Kicks Out the Jams - Plus-V
CNN Kicks Out the Jamsi Plus-Why the:
kaus files dotcom [nttp:;wwx.kausii
Join the kaustiles.com mailing list! Enter
Mickey Rourke [htp- owwwrdb.cmr.
clustering. For a more in-depth introduction and justification to the F-measure, see
e.g. [VR79, LA99, BEX02, NJM01].
Entropy: We consider 01,..., Ok to be a partition of U. For each C, we define the
entropy of C3 as:
k ici n ui log ic n .E(Oy) = -lo
The entropy of a subset is a measure of the disorder within the cluster. As such, a lower
entropy score implies that a clustering is better; the best possible entropy score is 0.
Entropy was first introduced in [Sha48] and has been used as a measure of clustering
quality in [Bol98, Dhi0l, BLC021.
The entropy of a partition C1 ... Ck is the weighted sum of the entropies of the
clusters.
Accuracy: The accuracy of a partition 01,..., 6k is defined as:
max
7rESk IUI
where Sk is the set of all permutations on k items. Note that the range of an accuracy
score is between 0 and 1; the higher the accuracy score, the better.
Accuracy, which has been used as a measure of performance in supervised learning,
has also been used in clustering (see [STOO]).
Confusion matrix: The confusion matrix for a partition C1,..., Ok shows the distri-
bution of the class of the objects in each O - it is a k x k matrix M where the rows
are the clusters 02, and the columns are the classes Cj. The entry Mij denotes the
number of objects in O that belong to class C. The order of the clusters O is chosen
so as to maximize the number of elements on the diagonal4 .
5.4.2 Spectral algorithm as the divide phase
We tested the spectral algorithm on three types of data: text, gene expression, and
categorical data. In all experiments, we compare better than or as well as the known
results. In each of the experiments, the known results come from the pertinent paper.
To be precise, we ran the same experiment as described in the pertinent paper, but
with the spectral algorithm instead of the algorithm given in the paper. Specifically,
we did not try to validate the findings of each paper by rerunning the experiment with
the algorithm given in the paper.
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alt.atheism/comp.graphics 93.6 ± 2.6 89.3 ± 7.5 89.6 ± 6.9 76.3 ± 13.1
comp.graphics/comp.os.ms-windows.misc 81.9 ± 6.3 62.4 ± 8.4 63.8 ± 8.7 61.6 ± 8.0
rec.autos/rec.motorcycles 80.3 ± 8.4 75.9 ± 8.9 77.6 ± 9.0 65.7 ± 9.3
rec.sport.baseball/rec.sport.hockey 70.1 ± 8.9 73.3 t 9.1 74.9 ± 8.9 62.0 ± 8.6
alt.atheism/sci.space 94.3 ± 4.6 73.7 ± 9.1 74.9 ± 8.9 62.0 ± 8.6
talk.politics.mideast/talk.politics.misc 69.3 ± 11.8 63.9 ± 6.1 64.0 ± 7.2 64.9 ± 8.5
Table 5.2: 20 Newsgroups data set (Accuracy)
Text data
20 Newsgroups: The 20 newsgroups resource [Lan] is a corpus of approximately
20,000 articles that come from 20 specific Usenet newsgroups. We performed a subset
of the experiments in [ZDG+01]. Each experiment involved choosing 50 random news-
group articles from each of two newsgroups, constructing term vectors for the articles,
and then applying the spectral algorithm to the document-term matrix.5 The term
vectors were constructed exactly as in [ZDG+01]: words were stemmed, words that
appear too few times were removed, and the tf.idf weighting scheme was applied.
Since each experiment involved clustering documents from only two classes, we did
not need to form a complete hierarchical tree. The first cut made by the spectral
algorithm defines a partition into two clusters. Zha et al. also form two clusters
using their clustering algorithm. The results can be seen in Table 5.2. Note that we
perform better than p-QR, the algorithm proposed in [ZDG+01] on all but one of the
experiments. We also outperform k-means and a variation of the k-means algorithm,
p-k-means. In each of these experiments, the measure of performance was accuracy.
Since the experiment involved choosing 50 random newsgroup articles, the experiment
was run 100 times and the mean and standard deviation of the results were recorded.
Reuters: The Reuters data set [Lew] is a corpus of 21,578 news articles. Of these,
8, 654 articles are uniquely classified into 65 distinct news topics. Previous clustering
experiments on this data set have been conducted by [BEX02, LA99, NJM01]. We
performed the same experiments (in particular, forming the term vectors exactly as
the experiments specify). In each experiment, a hierarchical clustering was formed,
and the F-measure was computed. We perform better than the previous experiments;
results appear in Table 5.3. We briefly describe each experiment below.
9 In [BEX02J, random subsets of size 4,000 of all 8, 654 uniquely classified articles
were clustered using a hierarchical clustering algorithm. The term vector for
each article was constructed by removing stopwords and stemming words. A
4 This can be done via a maximum matching problem
'We used the BOW toolkit for processing the newsgroup data. More information on the BOW
toolkit can be found on http://www-2. cs.cmu.edu/~mccalum/bow.
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data set Spectral p-QR p-Kmeans K-means
comparison of our results and their results for this experiment can be found in
the first column of Table 5.3.
" Larsen and Aone [LA99] apply a hierarchical clustering algorithm to all 8,654
articles. To form a term vector from an article, they first remove stopwords and
apply tf.idf weighting. The term vector consists of the remaining top 500 highest
weight terms in each article. The second column of Table 5.3 shows a comparison
of our results and their results for this experiment.
" In [NJM01], a hierarchical clustering algorithm was applied to 6, 575 of the 8, 654
uniquely classified news articles. Each of these 6, 575 articles is labeled with one
of the following ten labels: earn, acq, money-fx, grain, crude, trade, interest,
wheat, ship, or corn. The articles were first preprocessed by removing stopwords
and applying Porter's stemming algorithm. The term vector for each document
was formed by the counts of the 500 most frequently occurring words. Their
results and our results for this experiment are compared in the third column of
Table 5.3.
The results of these experiments are summarized below.
BEX '02 LA '99 NJM '01
Previous 0.49 0.62 0.67
Spectral 0.62 0.75 0.68
Table 5.3: Reuters data (F-measure)
Web pages: Boley [Bol98] performs a series of experiments on clustering 185 web-
pages that fall into 10 distinct categories. In each of the 11 experiments (J1-J11), the
term vector for each webpage was constructed in a slightly different way (the exact
details can be found in [Bol98]6 ). The algorithm from [Bol98] is also a partitional
algorithm that constructs a hierarchical clustering. In each experiment, the quality of
the clustering is measured by computing the entropy of the 16 clusters both at depth
4 in the tree that partition the 185 documents. We measured the entropy of the 16
clusters at depth 4 in our tree as well as in an optimal partition into 16 clusters, al-
lowing clusters at different depths. The results from [Bol98] appear in Table 5.4 in the
row "Boley '98" and our results appear in the rows labeled "Fixed depth Spectral" and
"Optimal Spectral."
The results in Table 5.4 show that the 16 clusters at depth 4 in our tree perform
better than the 16 clusters from [Bol98] in all but two experiments. The entropy of
the best 16 clusters in the tree does markedly better than both "Fixed depth Spectral"
and [Bol98]. This shows that a good clustering exists in the tree. We will see that the
merge phase can find a clustering almost as good as this in Section 5.4.3.
6The raw data can be found from ftp://ftp.cs.umn.edu/dept/users/boey/PDDPdata
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J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J10 J11
Boley '98 0.69 1.12 0.85 1.10 0.74 0.83 0.90 0.96 1.07 1.17 1.05
Fixed depth Spectral 0.77 0.92 0.72 0.94 0.76 0.72 0.84 0.88 0.89 1.04 0.88
Optimal Spectral 0.71 0.63 0.62 0.62 0.71 0.61 0.65 0.63 0.69 0.55 0.83
Table 5.4: Web page results (Entropy)
data set Spectral (tf.idf) Spectral Dhillon '01
MedCran 0.0172 0.027 0.026
MedCisi 0.0365 0.054 0.152
CisiCran 0.0426 0.490 0.046
Classic3 0.0560 0.435 0.089
Table 5.5: SMART data set (Entropy)
SMART data set: The SMART data set is a set of abstracts originating from
Cornell University [Sal] that have been used extensively in information retrieval exper-
iments. The abstracts comprise 1,033 medical abstracts (Medline), 1,400 aeronautical
systems abstracts (Cranfield), and 1,460 information retrieval abstracts (Cisi). The
term vector for each abstract was formed by removing stopwords and words that occur
in less than 0.2% or greater than 15% of the abstracts.
We performed the same four experiments as those found in [Dhi0l]. In the first
three experiments, the data sets were the mixture of abstracts from two classes. In
the fourth experiment, the data set was the set of all abstracts. In the first three
experiments, we applied the spectral algorithm once to obtain a 2-clustering of the
data set. In the fourth experiment, we recursed with the spectral algorithm twice, and
select the better of the two 3-clusterings in the tree.
The results from performing the same experiments are listed in the column labeled
"Spectral" in Table 5.5. We do much worse than [Dhi0l] because so many terms
are removed in the construction of each term vector. Therefore, the similarity (inner
product between two term vectors) may be very small and the best first conductance
cut may separate just one or two objects from the rest of the set. While the first
cut may not separate the classes, we have found that one of the next cuts often does.
When we applied tf.idf weighting, a common preprocessing technique, we found much
better performance (see the column labeled "Spectral (tf.idf)" in Table 5.5). The tf.idf
weighting increases the minimum similarity between any two abstracts, so that the
best first conductance cut does not separate just one or two objects from the set.
Categorical data
Categorical data are similar in flavor to text data. However, a data object is not a
document containing terms, but rather a vector of characteristics, each of which takes
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on labels. A particular example is Congressional voting data [UCI]. Each data object
is a Congressman, and the vector of characteristics is how he voted on every bill or
law put through Congress. The right clustering of Congressmen is their political party
affiliations. We show that our spectral algorithm can also be applied in this scenario.
Again, only one cut is necessary as it defines a 2-clustering of the data. In Table 5.6,
we see that we do better than both COOLCAT [BLC02] and ROCK [GRSOO].
Spectral COOLCAT '02 ROCK '00
0.480 0.498 0.499
Table 5.6: Congressional Voting Data (Entropy)
We also applied our algorithm to the Mushroom data set [UCI], which consists of
8,124 mushrooms, each described by 22 categorical features - such as odor (which takes
on values such as almond, anise, creosote) and habitat (which takes on values such
as grasses, leaves, and meadows). We represented each mushroom as a vector where
each possible value is a coordinate; thus, each mushroom is described by a binary vector.
Each mushroom is labeled either poisonous or edible, which we consider to be the true
clustering of the data. The COOLCAT and ROCK algorithms have been applied to this
data set by [ATMSO4], who also introduce LIMBO, a categorical clustering algorithm,
and apply it to this data set. In Table 5.7, we show the results of the experiment. The
precision and recall were measured; we perform better than ROCK and COOLCAT in
both measures, but LIMBO outperforms us in both measures.
Spectral COOLCAT '02 ROCK '00 LIMBO '04
Precision 0.81 0.76 0.77 0.91
Recall 0.81 0.73 0.57 0.89
Table 5.7: Mushroom Data
Gene expression data
A microarray chip is a solid surface upon which spots of DNA are attached in a matrix-
like configuration. By exposing the chip to RNA, the expression level (or the activity
of the gene) can be determined for each gene on the microarray chip. A seminal
paper [GST+99] proposed an approach to discover new subtypes of cancer by clustering
microarray data. Roughly, the approach is to cluster gene expression data from several
patients with a certain type of cancer. If a strong clustering exists, the clustering
might designate different subtypes of cancer. This relies on the the hypothesis that
gene expression levels can distinguish between different subtypes of cancer.
The authors tested the validity of this approach by applying it to a known sub-
classification of leukmia: acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and acute myeloid
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leukemia (AML). Golub et al. asked: could the approach to cancer classification cor-
rectly find the two known subtypes of ALL and AML? To this end, they prepared
microarray chips for 38 bone marrow samples. Each chip contained approximately
7,000 human genes. Each bone marrow sample came from either one of 27 ALL pa-
tients or 11 AML patients. The gene expression data thus can be described by a 38
by 7,000 matrix. Golub et al. clustered the 38 row vectors of this matrix using self-
organizing maps [TSM+99]. The confusion matrix of their clustering is shown in Table
5.8.
ALL AML
C1 26 1
C2 1 10
Table 5.8: Confusion matrix for Golub et al. clustering
The clustering (C, C2) almost obeys exactly the ALL/AML distinction. Golub et
al. also provide a list of genes that are highly expressed in C1, but not in C2, and vice
versa. They posit that the expression level of these genes distinguish between AML
and ALL.
We ran the spectral algorithm on the gene expression data [Gol], which we prepro-
cessed as follows. First, the data was normalized: the expression level of each gene
was normalized over the 38 samples such that the mean was zero and the standard
deviation was one.7 Then, we created a 38 by 14,000 matrix N; the jth column in the
original gene expression matrix, M(-, j) corresponds to the two columns N(., 2j - 1)
and N(., 2j). The two columns in N separate the negative and positive values in M: if
M(i,j) < 0, then N(i,2j - 1) = |M(i,j) and if M(ij) > 0, then N(i,2j) = M(ij).
The similarity between two samples (i.e. two rows of N) is just the inner product. If
two samples have a large inner product, it means they have a similar gene expression
profile. The confusion matrix for the first cut found by the spectral algorithm is shown
in Table 5.9.
ALL AML
C3 18 1
C4 9 10
Table 5.9: Confusion matrix for Spectral 2-clustering
While C3 is almost a pure ALL cluster, the clustering (C3, C4) does not obey
the ALL/AML class boundary. Interestingly, recursing on the cluster C4 gives a 3-
clustering that does obey the ALL/AML class boundary. Table 5.10 shows the confu-
sion matrix for this 3-clustering.
7Golub et al. perform the same normalization
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ALL AML
C3 18 1
C5 0 10
06 9 0
Table 5.10: Confusion matrix for Spectral 3-clustering
Because a random 3-clustering does not obey the class boundary, the 3-clustering
found by the spectral algorithm obeys the natural properties of the data. But why
does the 2-clustering found by the spectral algorithm not respect this distinction?
Preliminary investigations suggest that the 2-clustering finds distinguishing genes that
are more statistically significant than the Golub clustering. It seems worthwhile to
fully investigate the biological significance of this finding.
5.4.3 Merge phase in practice
The experiments in Section 5.4.2 imply that a good clustering exists in the tree created
by the spectral algorithm. When the number of desired clusters k is small (i.e. in the
SMART data set or the 20 newsgroups data set), finding a good k-clustering in the
tree is not difficult. The only 2-clustering in a hierarchical clustering tree is the first
partition, and there are only two 3-clusterings to examine. However, when the number
of true clusters is high, there are an exponential number of possible clusterings.
The Boley webpage data set and Reuters data set provide a good test for the merge
phase, since the number of right clusters is high. We show that for these data sets, the
objective functions find a good flat clustering in the tree.
Web pages: Recall that the Boley data set consists of 185 webpages, each of which
fall into 10 distinct classes. Section 5.4.2 showed that a good 16-clustering of the data
set existed and that its entropy was much lower than that of just picking all nodes in
the tree at depth 4.
We ran the same experiments Ji-J11 on this data set, but after constructing the
tree via the spectral algorithm in the divide phase, we applied dynamic programs
for three different objective functions (k-means, min-sum and min-diameter") in the
merge phase. We set k, the number of clusters desired, to 10. We also determined the
10-clustering in the tree with the lowest entropy. The results appear in Table 5.11.
We see that k-means and min-sum generally perform better than min-diameter. Most
interesting is that the clustering obtained by either min-sum or k-means is only slightly
worse than the best clustering in the tree. Indeed, in 7 of 11 experiments, the clustering
obtained by min-sum or k-means has the same entropy as the best clustering in the
tree. Table 5.12 shows the confusion matrix from the clustering obtained in experiment
8 We did not apply the correlation clustering objective function, because we cannot control the
number of clusters it finds. Any comparison to an objective function with a fixed number of clusters
would be unfair.
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J4. All classes except for C9 and C10 have a clear corresponding cluster Oi. Indeed,
the weight on the diagonal is 131, meaning that 71% - 131/185 of the articles are
correctly classified.
1J11 J2 J3 I J4 J5 J6 IJ7 J8 J9 J10 IJ11
k-means 1.00 0.93 0.88 0.81 1.00 0.93 0.84 0.83 0.95 0.71 1.07
min-sum 0.98 0.93 0.88 0.78 0.98 0.92 0.84 0.83 0.94 0.71 1.10
min-diam 1.04 1.10 0.96 1.04 1.10 1.00 1.05 1.23 1.24 0.83 1.16
best in tree 110.98 0.93 10.88 10.78 T0.96 0.91 0.84 [0.83 J0.92 1 0.71 1.05
Table 5.11: Webpage
(Entropy)
data set: Objective function performance in the merge phase
C1 I C2 I C I C 4 C5 06 C9 C10
01 18 0 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
02 0 17 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
03 0 1 13 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
04 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 1 7 1
05 0 0 0 0 18 0 1 0 0 0
06 0 1 0 0 0 13 1 0 0 0
07 0 0 1 3 0 1 15 0 0 0
08 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 12 0 0
09 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 4 3 3
010 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 8 12
Table 5.12: Webpage data set: Confusion matrix for min-sum clustering on experiment
J4
Reuters: The Reuters data set also contains a large number of classes - 8,654 of
the 21,578 articles are uniquely assigned to 65 labels. We chose all 1,832 articles
that were assigned to one of the following 10 labels: coffee, sugar,.trade, ship, money-
supply, crude, interest, money-fx, gold, or gnp. We formed term vectors by removing
stopwords and stemming words. We also removed all words that occur in less than 2%
of the articles, and all words that occur in more than 50% of the articles. A complete
hierarchical tree was computed in the divide phase using the spectral algorithm, and
we used dynamic programs to compute flat clusterings for the k-means, min-sum, and
min-diameter objective functions, for k = 10,15 and 20. The results appear in Table
5.13. We do not perform as well as we do in the webpage data set. However, the
entropy of the clusterings found by k-means and min-sum are not too far from the
entropy of the best clustering in the tree.
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C8
We give the confusion matrix for the k-means clustering for k = 10 in Table 5.14:
Only 04, C5, 07, and Cio do not clearly correspond to any class. The weight along the
diagonal is 1068, meaning that 58% ~ 1068/1832 of the articles are correctly classified.
I k=10 k=15 k=20
k-means 1.02 0.92 0.84
min-sum 1.05 0.90 0.79
min-diam 1.10 0.94 0.80
best in tree 0.99 0.84 J0.76
Table 5.13: Reuters data set: Objective function
(Entropy)
performance in the merge phase
C1 C2 03 C4 C5 06 07 C8 C9 C10
0, 96 4 3 19 0 0 0 0 0 1
02 0 109 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
03 4 1 203 29 0 4 1 8 0 2
04 0 6 2 71 0 100 0 2 0 0
05 2 2 59 3 75 13 11 11 2 15
06 0 0 0 3 0 198 0 0 0 0
07 1 0 55 5 7 14 160 148 0 49
08 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 60 0 0
09 3 4 1 5 0 5 0 1 90 0
010 8 9 10 11 14 20 39 29 7 6
Table 5.14: Reuters data set: Confusion matrix for k-means experiment with k = 10
5.5 Predicting health care costs
5.5.1 Data, Measures, and Experimental Setup
The data set we work with was provided by D2Hawkeye, a medical data mining com-
pany. The data set consists of claims data for roughly 400, 000 patients over a 36 month
period. We refer to the first 24 months as period 1, and the last 12 months as period
2.
The data set was initially split into a learning set L consisting of 2/3 of the data and
a test set T consisting of 1/3 of the data. The learning set L was used to design and
refine the prediction algorithm. The test set was set aside for a final test of prediction
quality in which the test set only included claims data from period 1.
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The range of patient costs was partitioned into 5 buckets so that (a) each bucket
is defined by a contiguous cost range, and (b) the sum of the patient costs are equal
for each patient. We refer to these buckets as buckets 1-5. Each patient in period 1
is described by a feature vector v E 1R810; 750 of these coordinates pertain to medical
information and 60 pertain to cost information. For instance, a coordinate amongst
the 750 medical coordinates might stand for the number of times the patient had a
certain procedure. The 60 cost coordinates lie in {0, 1} and encode the monthly cost
of the patient in the last 12 months of period 1. In particular, if we let u be the vector
containing the 60 cost coordinates, then ui = 1 means that the costs in month [i/5]
multiplied by a factor of 12 correspond to a yearly cost that lies in bucket 1 + (i - 1
mod 5).
For the final experiment on the test data, a prediction algorithm is given:
* An object-feature matrix ML for the period 1 features for L.
" The period 2 costs for L.
" An object-feature matrix MT for the period 1 features for T.
The prediction algorithm outputs predictions for the period 2 costs for T. We measure
the quality of the prediction with respect to three measures:
1. m : percentage of buckets correctly predicted.
2. M 2 : average penalty according to an asymmetric penalty measure. Let b be the
true bucket of a patient in period 2, and let p be the predicted bucket. If b > p,
the penalty is 2* (b - p); otherwise, the penalty is p - b. This asymmetry reflects
the greater penalty of underestimating future health care cost.
3. M3 : average difference in predicted and true cost.
5.5.2 Prediction Algorithm
Our prediction method makes use of the spectral clustering algorithm we give in Section
5.2.1. It also uses a method to compute weights for features [VW061. This method
computes weights wi for features so that the matrix of weighted inner products between
feature vectors matches a matrix of desired similarities as closely as possible. These
weights are used to construct a weighted similarity matrix which serves as input for
the spectral clustering algorithm clusters. We describe the algorithm in more detail
below.
Let Li, T be the subset of patients in the learning, test set that have cost in bucket
i in the period 1.
1. Compute feature weights based on ML, using the algorithm from [VW06]; sepa-
rate weights are computed for the medical and cost coordinates.
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baseline class. trees spectral
bucket 1 84.5% 84.5% 84.0%
bucket 2 31.4% 60.1% 59.1%
bucket 3 20.5% 52.6% 51.7%
bucket 4 19.3% 39.2% 41.1%
bucket 5 23.4% 30.0% 35.3%
All 51.9% 79.5% 79.0%
Table 5.15: m, measure (Accuracy of bucket prediction): Final prediction experiment
2. Apply Algorithm RecursiveSpectral to ML, U MT, where pairwise similarity is
only based on weighted cost coordinates. Let R, be the resulting hierarchical
clustering tree. We ensure that the size of a subset at a leaf node is at least 50.
3. Using only Li, compute the frontier F of Ri for which applying Algorithm Re-
cursiveSpectral to the weighted medical coordinates results in a tree at least as
good as Ri.
4. For each node C in F, let x be the single prediction that optimizes the measure
on C n Li. Use x as a prediction for each test patient in C n Ti.
In step 1, a different set of weights is computed for the medical and cost coordinates.
In each, we compute the weights that make the weighted similarity matrix as close as
possible to a matrix where coordinate (i, J) is 1 if patient i and j belong to the same
bucket in period 2, and 0 otherwise.
In step 3, we walk up the tree Ri. For each node C, we compute a hierarchical
clustering tree S based only on the weighted medical coordinates (again, ensuring that
the size of a subset at a leaf node is at least 50). For each leaf node, we compute
the single prediction that optimizes the measure in question on the learning set at
that node. If the overall score for the measure is at least as good as that obtained
by the subtree of Ri at C, we replace the subtree at R, with S. In this way, we use
medical information to distinguish patients with different future costs that cannot be
distinguished by cost.
5.5.3 Results
We show the results of the final test experiment. We compare our results with a
baseline prediction method, where we make the single best prediction for all patients
belonging to a particular bucket, and a classification and regression trees algorithm
[BFOS84] baseline.
Our algorithm performs competitively with classification trees, and improve upon
the baseline methods considerably. We also note that on the high cost buckets - namely,
buckets 4 and 5 - we perform better than classification trees.
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subset
bucket 1 0.439 0.422 0.459
bucket 2 0.964 0.892 0.904
bucket 3 1.365 1.057 1.080
bucket 4 1.724 1.329 1.271
bucket 5 1.882 1.406 1.403
All 0.562 0.519 0.551
Table 5.16: m2 measure (Average penalty): Final prediction experiment
subset baseline class. trees spectral
bucket 1 $1,795 $1,809 $1,884
bucket 2 $4,965 $4,364 $4,233
bucket 3 $9,837 $6,633 $6,522
bucket 4 $24,140 $13,967 $13,446
bucket 5 $94,890 $42,917 $40,473
All $3,125 $2,617 $2,643
Table 5.17: m3 measure (Average difference between predicted and
prediction experiment
true cost): Final
Another benefit of our prediction algorithm over classification trees is that it uses
medical information to further refine its prediction. This gives medical intuition for
the prediction, which is lacking for classification trees which mainly partition the data
by cost coordinates. As an example, consider Table 5.18. The rows in this table
describe medical features that distinguish between two clusters of patients. These
features distinguish between the two clusters because the percentage of patients with
those features differs between clusters 1 and 2. For instance, Physical Therapy, Durable
Medical Equipment, and Orthopedic Surgery are all features common to cluster 2 and
relatively uncommon for cluster 1. On the other hand Ultrasound, Lab - Body Fluid
Exam, and Pathology are all common to cluster 1, but not to cluster 2. In period
1, the cost distributions between clusters 1 and 2 are nearly identical. However, the
period 2 cost distributions for patients in cluster 1 and 2 vary greatly - the most likely
period 2 bucket for cluster 1 patients is bucket 4, while the most likely period 2 bucket
for cluster 2 patients is bucket 1. Indeed, it turns out that most patients in cluster
1 suffers from chronic disorders while most patients in cluster 2 suffer from an acute
disorder. Thus, period 1 medical information can distinguish between period 2 cost
distributions where period 1 cost information can not.
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subset baseline class. trees spectral
Frequency in
cluster 1
Frequency in
cluster 2
Description
0.179 0.724 Physical Therapy
0.286 0.828 Durable Medical Equipment
0.143 0.655 Orthopedic Surgery, exclude endoscopic
0.036 0.483 Osteoarthritis
0.750 0.345 Lab - Body Fluid Exam
0.643 0.241 Ultrasound
0.000 0.379 Home Health - Visits
0.393 0.034 Risk Factor: Amount Paid for Injectables > $4,000.
0.250 0.586 Subsequent Hospital Care
0.714 0.379 Pathology
0.464 0.138 Cytopathology
0.357 0.034 Gynecological Disorders
0.321 0.000 Hematology/Oncology - Infusions
0.071 0.379 Rehab
0.214 0.517 Musculoskeletal Disorders
0.429 0.138 Other Office
0.357 0.069 Non-Steroid/Anti-Inflam. Agent
0.036 0.310 SNF
0.071 0.345 Risk Factor: Hospitalization and Age > 60
0.500 0.759 Medical/Surgical Days
Table 5.18: Distinguishing features between two clusters with different period 2 cost
distributions
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5.6 Questions and further work
What guarantees can we prove for the divide-and-merge methodology? Suppose in
the divide phase we partition according to the optimal 2-clustering for some objective
function f. Does there exist a good k-clustering, for all k, in the tree according to
the objective function? For the min-diameter objective function, this is not true. In
the min-diameter objective function, we seek a k-clustering whose maximum diameter
between two points from the same cluster is minimized. Consider the following four
points on the real number line: 0, 1/2 - e, 1/2 + e, 1. The best 2-clustering is {0, 1/2 -
E}, { 1/2 + e, 1} with a maximum diameter of 1/2 - e. However, the optimal 3-clustering
is {0}, {1/2-c, 1/2+e}, {1} with a maximum diameter of 2e, which does not respect the
initial partition. The best 3-clustering in the tree has maximum radius 1/2 - e, so the
ratio of the best 3-clustering in the tree to the optimal 3-clustering cannot be bounded
by a constant. The situation is better for other objective functions. In the min k-cut
objective function, we seek a k-clustering where the sum of the pairwise similarities
across clusters is minimized. Saran and Vazirani show that the k-clustering obtained
by greedily cutting the subset with the smallest min-cut k times is a factor 2 - 2/k
approximation [SV95]. The tree formed by recursively finding the min-cut includes this
greedy k-clustering, which gives the same factor 2 - 2/k approximation guarantee for
the divide-and-merge methodology. It is clear that the guarantees one can make about
divide-and-merge depend largely on the objective function considered. The correlation
clustering objective function seems to be a candidate for which divide-and-merge may
produce a good clustering. Considering just the root node or the collection of all leaf
nodes as singleton clusters gives a 1/2 approximation.
Another interesting question is how much the weight finding algorithm from [VW06]
can be used with the divide-and-merge methodology in other supervised learning set-
tings, such as text classification. How many labeled samples are needed to substantially
improve the unsupervised clustering results we obtain in this chapter?
Lastly, this divide-and-merge methodology has recently been applied to gene data
across different species [Sin06] to identify correspondences between genes across species.
This has been used to find orthologs - genes which perform similar tasks in different
species. It would be interesting to determine what choice(s) of merge function are
appropriate for such an application area.
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